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INTRODUCTION 
Let A be a ring, G a finite group acting on /i and y: G X G -) C&4), the 
units of/i, a map satisfying 
(1) y(g, 6) Hgg’, 6’) = g(W, 6’)) y(g, g’g”) for g, g’, d’ in G 
(2) y(e, g) = 1 = y(g, e) for g E G, e the identity element of G, 
(3) y(g, g’)kg’W) = &f(n)) y(g, g’> for g, g’ in G. 
Then the corresponding crossed product algebra /i * ?G, or /i x G for 
short, has an elements CgiEG ,gi A.-; li ~/i. Addition is componentwise, and 
multiplication is given by & = g(A)g and g, g2 = y(g, , g2) m. In this 
paper we assume that the values of y lie in the center Z(A) of/i. Hence the 
action of G on /i is given by a group homomorphism G-P Aut(/i), and (3) 
can be left out. In the special case that y is the trivial map we write /1G 
instead of/i * G, and the elements as C,,,c li gi. AG is then called a skew 
group ring. 
There is a lot of literature on skew group algebras and crossed product 
algebras, and on the relationship with the ring AC whose elements are those 
elements of A left fixed by G. Much work has been done on which properties 
of li are inherited by n * G or AC. Some of the work on the relationship 
between these rings has its roots in trying to develop a Galois theory for 
noncommutative rings. We refer to [3, 7, 13-15, 19, 21, 23-25, 27, 281 and 
their references. 
In this paper we study these constructions when /i is an artin algebra and 
G a finite group of order n such that n is invertible in /1. Under these 
assumptions the construction preserves central properties of interest in the 
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representation theory of artin algebras, like finite representation type, being 
an Auslander algebra, etc. 
General results of this type are interesting for the following reasons. They 
give a method for proving that an algebra r has a given property if we 
already know that A does and that r can be constructed from A in the above 
way. Also some insight is provided why some algebras which seem unrelated 
have a lot of common properties. For example, some hereditary algebras of 
type AZnP3 and some of type D, turn out to be related this way, and also 
other hereditary algebras and some selfinjective algebras of type Azne3 and 
some of type D,. In this connection it is also of interest to observe that 
various properties are not preserved by this construction, so that we deal 
with essentially different algebras. 
Since the algebras /i and /iG have a lot of properties in common, it is of 
interest to find ways of describing AG in terms of/i. If II is a basic algebra 
over an algebraically closed field k and G is a cyclic group, we describe how 
to construct the quiver of the basic algebra Morita equivalent to /iG in terms 
of the quiver for /i. We illustrate this through several examples. It is also 
often possible to keep track of the relations on the quiver determining the 
algebra. 
Many of the properties from representation theory which we study are 
defined in terms of almost split sequences. It is therefore essential to show 
that these sequences behave nicely under the crossed product construction. 
To do this, it is convenient, in view of the functorial description of such 
sequences, to generalize the crossed product construction to groups acting on 
categories, in particular on categories of type f.p. ((mod/l)OP, Ab), also 
denoted mod(mod A), of finitely presented contravariant functors from 
mod/1 to abelian groups. With this application in mind, we generalize some 
results from rings to the categorical setting. 
Our categorical description is also useful for establishing a connection 
with the important theory of coverings. Namely, for finite groups the Galois 
coverings correspond in almost all characteristics of the field k to the skew 
group algebra construction. 
It is of interest to know to which extent the operation of going form /i to 
.4 * G can be reversed with a similar construction. From the point of view of 
knowing that properties are preserved by this construction, it is sufficient to 
decide whether we can get back in a finite number of steps. We prove that if 
/i is an algebra over an algebraically closed field and G is a solvable group, 
then we can get from /iG to /i in a finite number of steps by skew group 
algebra constructions, changing, if necessary, the rings up to Morita 
equivalence. In [26] there are more general results along these lines. 
Most of the results about skew group algebras in this chapter are also 
valid for crossed product algebras. 
If the 2-cocycles y and y’ in H’(G, U(R)) differ by a coboundary, then the 
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resulting crossed product algebras are isomorphic, but we give examples to 
show that the converse is not necessarily true. We give examples of crossed 
product algebras A * G which are not skew group algebras of A by any 
group, but we do not know if we get essentially new classes of algebras this 
way. 
Also when only interested in studying skew group algebras, the crossed 
product algebras come up naturally in connection with the following 
problem. If every element of G acts as an inner automorphism, is then AG 
isomorphic to the ordinary group algebra A,G? We prove that this is the 
case when G is cyclic, but not in general. 
We now describe the content of the paper section by section. In Section 1 
we give some basic properties shared by A and AG or A * G. Section 2 is 
devoted to discussing examples, in particular giving methods for constructing 
AG from A. We here establish the connection between hereditary algebras of 
Dynkin class A2n-3 and D,, and the corresponding connection between 
selfinjective algebras of finite type. 
In Section 3 we give our generalization to the categorical setting and prove 
that almost split sequences go to direct sums of almost split sequences. In 
Section 4 we apply these results to showing that properties like being of finite 
type with no oriented cycles of irreducible maps or being a tilted algebra of 
finite type are preserved, and that preprojective partitions correspond. 
In Section 5 we prove the result about getting back for solvable groups 
and give the connection between skew group algebras and Galois coverings. 
We study the case when all elements of G act as inner automorphisms, both 
for algebras and categories. 
We will denote the category of finitely generated A-modules by mod A, 
and indA will denote the isomorphism classes of indecomposable objects in 
mod A. Hom,(A, B) will often be shortened to (A, B). We write A 1 B for A 
being a summand of B. 1 G) will denote the order of G, and G = gzlnz will 
often denote the cyclic group of order n with generator g. Instead of le we 
write the identity of A G as 1. 
We assume that the reader is familiar with the theory of almost split 
sequences and irreducible maps (see [29]). 
1. BASIC RESULTS 
Let A be an artin algebra, G a finite group whose order is invertible in A 
and G + Aut A a group homomorphism. In this section we prove some basic 
properties, some of which are known, which hold for A if and only if they 
hold for the skew group algebra AG, and which are closely related to the 
types of questions studied in representation theory. 
Before we go on we point out some easy examples of skew group rings 
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AG. The ordinary group rings are such examples, and if G = H K N is a 
semidirect product and k is a field, then kG N (kN)H, where the action of H 
on kN is induced by the conjugation action of H on N. If A = k X a.. X k, a 
product of n copies of the field k, G = (g) cyclic of order 12, with the action 
of G on n given by g(r, ,..., r,) = (rn, rl ,..., r,-,), then liG = M,(k), the full 
n x IZ matrix ring over k. 
To get a better understanding for which properties of the skew group 
algebra construction are being used, and to make clearer how things might 
be generalized, we consider an arbitrary ring monomorphism i: A + r, where 
n and Z both are artin algebras, and we consider the induced functors 
F = Z@, : mod A + mod Z and the restriction functor H: mod Z+ mod /i. 
We consider three important properties of this setup, and show that they 
hold for i: A + AG when i(L) = Ae, e the identity of G. 
1.1. The sets of properties we consider are the following. 
(A) (i) II is a twosided summand of Z. 
(ii) The product map Z@,, Z-1 Z is a split epimorphism as 
twosided Z-modules. 
(B) (H, F) is an adjoint pair of functors. 
(C) Zc = _rT = rad Z, where r denotes the radical of A. 
We point out that it is easy to see that /i is a twosided summand of Z if 
and only if the natural morphism Z -+ HF is a split monomorphism of 
functions, where I: mod /1 --f mod/i is the identity functor, and that (A)(ii) 
holds if and only if the natural morphism FH + .Z is a split epimorphism of 
functions, where J: mod Z+ mod Z is the identity functor. F is always a left 
adjoint of H, and (B) states that F is also a right adjoint of H. 
We have the following result for skew group rings, whose proof we include 
for the sake of completeness. 
THEOREM 1.1. Zf A is an artin algebra, G a finite group whose order n is 
invertible in A and i: A + AG the natural ring monomorphism, then (A), (B), 
(C) hold. 
The following lemma, whose proof is straightforward and which is essen- 
tially Maschke, is important in proving this theorem. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let X, Y be in mod AG and t: X + Y a A-homomorphism. 
Then i: X-+ Y defined by i(x) = CgeG g-‘t(gx) is a AG-homomorphism. 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. For Y in mod A and X in mod AG the natural 
maps given by (F, H) being an adjoint pair of functors are i,: Y -+ AG @A Y, 
where i,,(y) = 1 @y for y E Y, and qx: AG @A X+ X given by 
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qX(a @ x) = ax for a E /iG, x E X. An element y E /iG @,, Y can be written 
in the form y = &c g-l @ yg, and in a unique way since the g - ’ are a 
basis for /iG as a right /i-module. A d-splitting for i, is given by pu: 
AG @,, Y + Y, where p,,(J& g-’ my,) = y,. A /iG-splitting for qX is given 
by l/nrX. This proves (A)(i) and (A)(ii). 
To prove (B), we want to find an isomorphism Hom,(X, Y) -+ 
Horn,&, liG @* Y), which is functorial in X and Y. For s E Hom,(X, Y), 
define p(s) = zF, and for fE Hom,,(X, /iG @,, Y), define w(f) =pYJ We 
observe that if y = CgEG g-’ @ yg is in /iG a,, Y, then for h E G, p,,(hy) = 
PY(C gsG k-l OY,)=Y*. Hence we have y= CKEGg-’ @p,(gy). For 
s E Hom,(X, Y), we have t&~)(x) =pY(CgEG g-’ 0 s(gx)) = s(x) for x in 
X. For fE Horn,&& /iG @,, Y), we have ~&f)(x) = CgsG g-’ 0 
p,f(gx) = CgsG g-’ @p&f(x)) =f(x) by the above formula, when x E X. 
This shows that pw and vp both are identities, so that we have our desired 
isomorphism, which is clearly functorial in X and Y. 
(C)(i) We want to show that @G) = rad(llG). r is a G-invariant 
submodule of II, so that G operates on /i’ = Il/_r, which is semisimple. Then 
/1’G is also semisimple, since by (A) every X in modrl ‘G is a summand of 
some /i ‘G @,, X where X is a projective LI ‘-module, and hence all objects in 
mod /i’G are projective. Consider the surjection 4: /1G + /i ‘G induced by the 
surjection w: II + /i ‘, defined by 9CZgEG rg g) = CgEG VP,) g. Then 
Ker$= {JJ gEG r,g; rg E r} =&4G). Since I1’G is semisimple, r(llG) = 
Ker 4 2 rad(/iG). To finish the proof we want to show that @G) is 
nilpotent. Since each g E G gives an automorphism of r, we have (I1G)_r = 
r(AG). By induction we then get that r’(AG) = @(/lG))‘, which shows that 
r(llG) is nilpotent. 
We have already seen that if G = H D( N, a semidirect product, then 
/iG ru (AN)H, hence i: AN-t AG fits into the above setup in this case. It is 
also not hard to see that it can be proved similarly to the above that if H is 
an arbitrary subgroup of G, then (A) and (B) hold for AH -+/1G, but not 
necessarily (C). In particular, (C) is not a consequence of (A) or (B). 
In connection with stable equivalence there occur pairs of functors (F, H) 
having properties closely related to (A), (B), (C). For example, if r* = 0 for 
/i and n is a trivial extension n/_r D< r, then the natural ring map /1+ I-= 
( “‘1’ ,,“,) induces an equivalence mod li + mod r between the categories 
module projective [4]. It is not hard to see that (A) and (C) hold, by, for 
example, using the study of this ring map from [4]. Since (i ,,“,,.) is a left r- 
summand of r which is not projective as n-module, (B) does not hold. 
We shall get back to more relationships between the conditions in the next 
section. 
1.2. We give some preliminary properties of i: /i + /iG, which are 
important from the point of view of representation theory. To make clearer 
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what the various results depend on, and to see more easily how they might 
be generalized, we prove the results as consequences of the appropriate (A), 
(B), (C). Not to make things too difficult to follow, we do not, however, give 
the most general conditions possible in our statements. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let i: A +r be a ring monomorphism between two 
algebras A and II 
(a) If (A) holds, then A is offinite representation type if and only ifr 
is. 
(b) If(B) holds, then A is l-Gorenstein if and only ifr is. 
(c) Assume that (A) and (B) hold. Then we have the following. 
(i) g1.dim.A = g1.dim.r. 
(ii) d0m.dim.A = d0m.dim.r. 
(iii) A is selfinjective if and only ifr is. 
(iv) A is an Auslander algebra if and only ifr is. 
(d) rf (C) holds, we have the following. 
(i) T’T = r” = (rad r)i for all i > 1. 
(ii) _rrnti =_r. 
(iii) If X is simple in mod A, then r @A X is semisimple in mod r. 
(iv) If Y is simple in mod r, then Y is semisimple in mod A. 
(e) If (A) and (C) hold, then 
(i) T’TfTA =Ti. 
(ii) -S?(A) = p(T), where p denotes Loewy length. 
(iii) P(X) = 9(r @* X) for X in mod A. 
(iv) P(,Y) = P(,,Y) for Y in mod I’. 
(f) If(B) and (C) hold, then we have for X in mod A. 
(i) r@,, r’X/!‘+ ‘XE (rad I’)i FX/(rad r)i+l FX. 
(ii) Z-g,, so~‘+~X/soc~X- soci+‘FX/sociFX. 
(g) If (A), (B) and (C) hold, then A is Nakayama if and only ifr is 
Nakayama. 
ProoJ: (a) is obvious. Since (F, H) and (H, F) are adjoint pairs, F and i 
are both exact, and hence both preserve projectives and injectives. Let I(A) 
denote the injective envelope of A. Then F(A) = r is a submodule of F(I(A)) 
which is projective injective if I(A) is. Conversely if I(T) is a projective r- 
module, 25(1,(T)) = J(T) is a projective injective A-module containing A, so 
that I(A) is projective. Since A is said to be 1-Gorenstein if I(A) is 
projective, we have proved (b). 
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Since F and H preserve projectives, we have pdA X >pd,(I’@, X) > 
pd,,(r@, X) >pd,,X for X in mod A, using (A)(i). Since by (A)(ii) every Y 
in mod l-’ is a summand of some r@,, X, we conclude that g1.dim.d = 
g1.dim.K 
We recall that the dominant dimension dom.dim./i > i if in a minimal 
injective resolution 0 + A + I, + I, + . . . -+ Ii + . .. , Ij is projective for j < i. 
Using that ,,II is a summand of ,J by (A)(i), and F and H preserve 
projectives and injectives, we get dom.dimA = dom.dim.r, and similarly that 
n is selfinjective if and only if r is. Recalling that A is an Auslander algebra 
if dom.dimJ > 2 and gl.dimJ < 2, this finishes the proof of (c). 
Since _rT = rad r = Tr, we have r2r = r_rT = _rTy = (rr)’ = (rad r)* and so 
on. _rrn /i = r since obviously c c _rT n II c/i, and _rT n /i is nilpotent. 
Let X be simple in mod II. Then (rad T)(T @,, X) = Q a,, X = 
r@,, _rX = (0) so r @,, X is semisimple. Let Y be simple in mod r. Then 
rY c (J-rnti)Y s (rad r)Y = (0), so Y is semisimple in mod/i, which 
proves (d). 
(e) Since r = A II X in mod -4, we have TiT =Ti II riX, so that rir f7 
II = TV. It follows that 9’(A) = P(T). If riX = (0), then (rad r)i (r O,, X) = 
r’$ @,, X = l-g,, riX = (0). If Y is in mod r and (rad r)’ Y = (0), then 
!‘Y = (0). Using that X is a summand of ,,(r a,, X) and Y is a summand of 
r@,, Y, the rest follows. 
(f) The exact sequence 0 +ri+ ‘X -r’X +liX/!‘+ ‘X -+ 0 gives rise to 
the exact sequence 0 -+ r O,, rit ‘X -+ r @,, [‘X + r 0, riXl_rit ‘X -+ 0. Since 
by (d) r” = (rad r)‘, we have that 0 + (rad r)‘+i (r a,, X) + (rad r)’ 
(r On X) --) ran fX/f + ‘X * 0 is exact. 
To prove (ii) we consider the commutative diagram 
mod /i --% - modr 
I H I 
1” ID 
modAoPe mod Pp 
where F’ and H’ are the functors associated with i: Aop + Pp (see 
[ 12, p. 1201). We then use (i) and the fact that DQ-‘X/f + ‘X) N 
soci+‘DX/soci DX. 
(g) It is well known that /1 is Nakayama if and only if n/_r’ is 
Nakayama, and if li is an algebra with r* = 0, then it is easy to see that rl is 
Nakayama if and only if /1 is 1-Gorenstein. Since we assume (B), (H, F) is 
an adjoint pair of functors. i: /i + r induces, by (e), a monomorphism 
i’: li/_r’ + Tl_r*T and an adjoint pair of functors (H’, F’). By (b) we have that 
A/_12 is 1-Gorenstein if and only if r/r2r is, that is, if and only if r/(rad T)’ 
is. Hence A is Nakayama if and only if r is Nakayama. 
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We mention that knowing that Auslander algebras are preserved by our 
construction is useful in representation theory. For describing algebras of 
finite type is equivalent to describing the Auslander algebras [ 11, and this 
method has been used in [3 11. The well-known correspondence is given by 
sending an algebra li of finite type to End,(X)OP, where X is the direct sum 
of one copy of all indecomposable II-modules. This point will be illustrated 
later. 
1.3. The conditions (A), (B), (C), and hence the consequences given 
in the above theorem, are satisfied more generally by the natural inclusion 
map i: /i -+/i * G, when n is an artin algebra, G a finite group acting on li, 
whose order is invertible in /i, and /i * G is a crossed product algebra, as 
defined in the Introduction. 
Note that we assume in this paper that the cocycles have their values in 
U(R), the units of the center of A, so that the action of G on n is given by a 
group homomorphism G --* Aut(/i). If y(g, h) = 1 for all g, h in G we have 
the special case of skew group algebras. Also if y: G X G + U(R) is a 
coboundary, that is, of the form y(g, h) = J(g)g(d(h)) 6(gh)-’ for some map 
6: G -+ U(R), where g and h are in G, and hence represents the zero element 
in H*(G, U(R)), we shall see in Section 2 that ,4 * G -ciG. Also we shall see 
there that if y is not a coboundary, then n * G and /iG may or may not be 
isomorphic. 
The proof that i: /1 -+ /1 * G satisfies properties (A), (B), (C) is similar to 
the proof for skew group rings, and follows the same outline. We only point 
out some things which are a little more complicated. 
THEOREM 1.4. The natural ring monomorphism i: A -+ A * G satisfies 
(A), (B), (C), when 1 GI is invertible in A. 
ProoJ: There is the following generalization of Lemma 1.2. 
LEMMA 1.5. Let X, Y be in mod A * G, and t: X-+ Y a A-map. Then 
t”: X-, Y defined by f(x) = CgsGg-‘t(gX) is a A * G-map. 
ProoJ: We observe that g-’ = y(g-‘,g)-‘g-‘. We have 




y(gh - ‘> h) t(&> 
= C y(hg-‘,gh-I)-’ (hg-‘)(y(gh-‘, h)) hg-‘t(gx) 
gsG 
= z y(hg-‘,g)-‘hg-‘t(Ex), 
geG 
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using the triple {hg-‘, gh-‘, h}. 
&x) = r hg-‘t(gx) = 1 hy(g-‘,g)-‘g-‘t(Ex> geG gEG 
= K‘ h(y(g-‘,g)-‘)y(h,g-‘)hg-‘t(gx) 
geG 
= x y(hg-1, g)-’ hgc(gx), 
KEG 
using {h, g-‘,g}. This finishes the proof, since $<nx) = n$x) follows from 
g-‘(g(A) = A. 
To prove (B), we now write an element y in /i * G @,, Y as 
Y=~gcG~-‘@YgY and get by considering p,(h;) where pu: A * G @,, Y + U 
is defined by p,(y) = y, that y = CgOG g-’ @p,(gy). The rest follows as 
before. 
1.4. Let /i be given by the quiver 
over some field k, and let G = (g) be a group of order 2, where the action of 
g on /1 is induced by g(a,) = c2, g(sZ) = E,, g(s3) = s3, g(a) =p, g(p) = (1. 
Assuming that char k # 2, we can easily compute that AG is isomorphic to 
the matrix ring 
by arranging a k-basis in the following way: 
i 
El Eli? 0 0 
E2tT E2 0 0 
VW + Pg) VW + ag> w53 + E3 g> 0 * 
\ l/W - Pg> w--P + ag> 0 l/2(&3 - E3 g) 1 
The induced natural map i: A + r is given by i(e,) = E,, , i(c2) = E,,, 
~(E~)=E~~+E~~, i(a)=E,, +E,,, i@)=E,2-E,,, where E, is the 
element of r whose (i,j) entry is 1 and the others 0. 
If the characteristic of k is 2, we can still consider the ring map i: II + r, 
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with r and i defined as above. With respect to all the homological properties 
we have considered, the properties of r are the same regardless of the 
characteristic of k. But the close connection between A and r in the charac- 
teristic 2 case cannot be gotten from Theorem 1.3, by considering i: A -+ IY 
For it turns out that none of the properties (A), (B), (C) hold in this case. 
rad r is clearly 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
i i 
k k 0 0’ 
k k 0 0 







fradr when char k = 2, since then ac - be = ac + be. 
We now show that (A)(i) does not hold. Assume to the contrary that there 
is some ,,X,, such that ,&=,,A,, LI,X,,. Let x#O in X. x = ,I,,E,, + 
inept + hE,, + &,Eu + &,E,, + &En + h,E,, + LE,, + LE,, 
+ k&u. E,, x E,, = ;1,,E,, E X, so that ,I,, = 0, since E,, E /1. Similarly 
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A,, is 0. E,,xE,,=J,,E,,EXand E,,xE,,=IZ,~E,~EX. Since E,,&A, 
there is some x E X with A,, # 0, so that E,, E X, and similarly E,, E X. 
(Ej2 -E,,) E,, = Ejl -E,, E X since E,, -E,, EA. This is a contradiction 
when char k = 2, since then E3, -E,, = E,, + E,, EA. 
One can also show that (A)(ii) and (B) do not hold. We note that if we 
replace i: A -+ r by the map j: A + r, where the only difference is that j@) = 
E,, + Ed2 9 the properties (A), (B) and (C) also fail, with the same proof as 
above for (C) and (A)(i). 
If for y E k we change the ring map i: A -+ r to the map i,: A + r where 
the only change is that i,@) = E,, + yE4*, we ask if there is some y such 
that (A), (B), (C) hold when k is a field of characteristic 2 with more than 
two elements. For example, we see that if y # 1, by using the above 
calculations, that _rT= rad r= rr, so that (C) holds. But assume that 
,& = J,, LI ,,X,, . As before we get (EJ2 + YE,,) E,, = E,, + YE,, E X, and 
(E,, + E,,) E,, = E,, + E,, E X. There must be some z in X such that the 
coefficients A,, of E,, and A,, of E,, are not both zero. z . (E3, + E,,) = 
A33E31 + LE4, E X, and z . (Ej2 + yE4J = 3Lj3E3* + A,, yE4* E X. This 
implies, since E, 1, E,, are not in X, that Ad4 = yL,, and A,, y = A,,. Hence 
yz = 1, so that y= fl. C ombining with the above we see that it is necessary 
for (A)(i) to be satisfied for i,: A -+ r that y = -1, the case coming from 
skew group algebras for characteristic not 2, and consequently for no choice 
of y E k when the characteristic of k is 2. 
In concrete examples as above one will usually find a ring map i: A + J’, 
coming from a skew group algebra r N AG when the order of G is invertible 
in A, which is also defined otherwise. And usually r will have similar 
properties as AG also in the exceptional characteristics. It would be nice to 
have a way of describing the algebras arising in this fashion, and to have a 
theory including also these exceptional cases. Since our conditions (A), (B), 
(C) are not always satisfied, one would need to find a theory under weaker 
conditions to be able to include such a situation. 
1.5. Since we have seen that A and AG or A * G share many 
properties, it is of interest to have methods for constructing AG from A and 
G. Section 2 is devoted to discussing this. For illustration we indicate here 
how this can be done for some semisimple algebras. Since we have seen that 
in general G induces an action on A/_r and (A/_r)G N AG/rad(AG), knowing 
what happens to semisimple algebras also gives information in general. The 
following more general result on reduction to indecomposable algebras, 
which was essentially pointed out to us by Farkas and Snider, gives some 
information about skew group rings of semisimple rings. 
PROPOSITION 1.6. Let A , ,..., A, be isomorphic indecomposable algebras 
and G a finite group acting on the product algebra A = A, x . . ’ x A,, 
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containing elements g, = e,..., g, such that gi(A,)=Ai. Let H= {gE G; 
g(A 1) = A 1 }. Then A G is Morita equivalent o A, H. 
Proof: We write 1 = E, + .*a + E,, where si is the identity of Ai. We 
observe that elAGeI =A,H. A,HcE,AGE~ since E, is the identity of A,H. 
Consider conversely e,Jgs, = (&in) g(ci)g. &,A E A,, so if siAg(ci) # 0, then 
g(cJ E A,, that is g E H, so we are done. 
Consider now the left AG-module isomorphism f: AG + AG, given by 
f(x) = xgi. f takes AGei to AGcigi = AGel. Since AG = u:=, AGei, AGE~ 
contains a copy of each indecomposable projective AG-module. This shows 
that AG and A i H are Morita equivalent. 
As a consequence we get information on semisimple rings, like, for 
example, the following. 
EXAMPLE 1.7. Let A be the product of t copies of the algebraically 
closed field k. 
(a) If G is a finite cyclic group whose order is invertible in A with the 
generator acting as a cyclic permutation of the t copies of k, then AG is 
Morita equivalent to the product of m copies of k, where m is the order of 
the subgroup leaving the first copy of k fixed. 
(b) If the symmetric group S, acts by permuting the t copies of k, then 
AS, is Morita equivalent to kS,- 1. 
The above example, and any other description of skew group rings of 
semisimple rings, also gives some information on how AG @,, S decomposes 
as a AG-module, when S is a semisimple or simple A-module. More 
generally, it is interesting to study how AG a,, X, or A * G @,, X, 
decomposes when X is indecomposable in mod A, and how ,,Y decomposes 
when Y is indecomposable in mod A * G. Before we give a result of this 
nature, we introduce the following notation. For X in mod A and g in G, we 
denote by gX the A-module whose underlying set and additive structure is the 
same as for X, and where A . x is defined to be g-‘@)x. The subset g 0 X = 
(g @ x; x E X) of A * G On X has a natural A-module structure given by 
~(gOx)=~gOx=gg-‘(~)Ox=gog-‘(~)x, so that gX and g@X are 
isomorphic A-modules. 
PROPOSITION 1.8. Let A and A * G be as usual and F: mod A + 
mod A * G and H: mod A * G + mod A the associated functors. If X and Y 
are ind A, we have the following. 
(a) HF(X) N ‘X LI QX Ll . . . LI gnX, where G = {e, g2,..., g,}. 
(b) FX2:FYoX!xgYforsomegEG. 
(c) The number of summands in a decomposition of FX into a direct 
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sum of indecomposable modules is at most the order m of H, where 
H= {gE G, gX-X}. 
Assume now that A is a k-algebra where k is algebraically closed. 
(d) If G is cyclic of order n and X 2; gX for all g E G, then FX has 
exactly n summands. 
(e) If H = {g E G; gX N X} is cyclic of order m, then FX has exactly 
m summands. 
ProoJ (a) /i*GO*X=g,OXLI...LIg,OX~glXU...UgnX as 
/i-modules by the above remark. 
(b) It is easy to see that 4: A * G @A X+/i * G @,, gX given by 
#(h@ x) = hg @ x is a /i * G-isomorphism. 
Assume that /i * G @Ax = G @,, Y. Then Y is a summand of 
A *G@AX=g’XLI ..a II g”X as /i-modules, so that Y = b;y for some g E G. 
(c) Consider /i * G a,, X = Y, II ... II Y,, with the Yi indecom- 
posable. As a /i-module we have Yi = g;X II ... II g;X. Since Yi is a II * G- 
7 module, we have an isomorphism 4: Yi + gYi, given by Q(y) = g- y for 
y E Yi. Hence Yi N gg;XH ... II ggjX. This shows that each Yi has a 
summand from each isomorphism class of the gX, that is, Yi has at least n/m 
summands of indecomposable II-modules. The claim follows from this. 
(d) By [ 161 it is possible to choose an isomorphism u: X-+ gX such 
that g”-‘(a) *es g(u)u = id,. We want to show that the identity in 
End,,& * G O,, X> can be written as a sum of n nonzero orthogonal idem- 
potents. Considering the natural isomorphism End,, &I * G @A X) = 
Hom,(X,li * G @,, X), we choose the elements corresponding to ei = 
l/n(id,, c’a, [“g(a)u ,..., ~(n-1)ign-2(u) . +. g(u)u) in Hom,(X, rl * G @,, X) = 
Horn, (X, X II gX II . .. II g”-‘X), where c is a primitive nth root of unity. 
This gives the desired idempotents. For further details, compare with 3.1. 
An alternative proof for /iG can be given using results which we establish 
in Sections 3 and 5. We can then reduce the problem to assuming that X is a 
simple module, and further to the ring decomposition of M,(k)G, for some 
action of G on M,(k). Now it is known that every k-automorphism of M,(k) 
is inner [33] and in Section 5 we prove that if G is cyclic, we can assume 
that the action of G is trivial. Hence M,(k)G is Morita equivalent to kG, 
which decomposes into a product of n copies of k. 
(e) Consider A c A * H c/i * G. Since /i * H 0, X has m summands 
by (d), rl * G @* X has at least m summands. On the other hand, 
n * G @,, X has at most m summands by (c), so we are done. 
We end this section by pointing out that mod A can be recovered from 
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mod A * G, in the following known result [ 141, whose proof we sketch for 
the sake of completeness. 
PROPOSITION 1.9. The functor F: mod A -+ mod/1 * G induces an 
equivalence between mod A and the category gr(mod A * G) of jinitely 
generated A * G-modules G-graded over A, with degree e maps. 
Proof: For X in mod A, FX is clearly G-graded. Conversely, 
y= LL Y, in gr(mod A * G) is isomorphic to FY, since Y, = AfY,. 
Finally, any degree e mapf: A * G a,, X -+ A * G @,, X’ has the form A @f’ 
for a unique A-homomorphism f’ : X -+ X’. 
2. EXAMPLES 
Throughout this chapter we assume that A is a finite-dimensional algebra 
over an algebraically closed field k. As usual we only consider finite groups 
G whose order is invertible in k, and the actions of G on A will always be 
trivial on k = kl, c A. 
The examples of skew group algebras studied in this section will illustrate 
that for seemingly unrelated basic algebras A and A’, A’ can still be Morita 
equivalent to AG. On the other hand, we will obtain a list of properties not 
preserved under the transition from A to AG. If A is basic and G is cyclic we 
described the quiver of the basic algebra Morita equivalent to AG in terms of 
the quiver of A. We also give examples of crossed product algebras. 
2.1. We begin with an algebra A and a group G such that AG is 
already determined by the behavior of the simple A-modules under AG @,, . 
Let A be the basic hereditary algebra given by the quiver 
a n-l 1 1 %-1 
n n' 
Let g be the automorphism of A switching i and i’ for i = 2,..., n and ai and 
a! for all i, and let G = g”“. B y 1.2, the semisimple part AG/rad(AG) of 
AG is isomorphic to (A/_r)G, where the action of G on A/_r is induced by the 
action on A. We therefore obtain that 
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AG@,Si=AG@,,S;=Ti for i = 2,..., n, 
where Si and S,! denote the simple A-modules corresponding to the vertices i 
and i’, respectively, and T,, T; and Ti are the pairwise nonisomorphic 
simple AG-modules. 
Recall that the functor 
F=AG@,:modA-tmodAG 
is exact and preserves projectives as well as their radical series and socle 
series. Hence the projective cover P, of S, yields a projective AG-module 
with radical series, in order from top to bottom 
(T, Ll T;, T;,..., T;) 
and for i > 2, the projective covers Pi and PI of Si and Sl both yield a 
projective over AG, with radical series (Ti, Ti+ , ,..., T,). 
We conclude that AG @ P, is the direct sum of two uniserial projectives 
with radical series (T,, T2 ,..., T,) and (T;, T, ,..., T,), and that AG @ Pi and 
AG @ PI are uniserial for i > 2. The quiver of AG has the form 
1 
n 
and, since AG is hereditary (1.2), it determines AG up to Morita equivalence. 
We could have argued the same way if we had reversed some of the pairs 
of arrows {ai, a;}, so that we obtain the following result. For a hereditary 
algebra A of type A Zn- r for which there exists an automorphism g of order 2 
on the quiver, with only one fixed vertex, the skew group algebra AG is 
hereditary of type D,, , , where G =g z/2’ Notice that neither the maximal . 
number a(A) of summands of the middle term is an almost split sequence 
nor the maximal number /3(A) of nonprojective such summands needs to be 
preserved when passing from A to AG. In fact, as soon as n > 3, we have 
a(A) = p(A) = 2 and a(AG) = P(AG) = 3 in our example. 
2.2. The method used in 2.1 in order to find the basic algebra (AG& 
Morita equivalent to AG only works if for each projective indecomposable 
A-module P the radical and socle series of AG @,, P already determine all 
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indecomposable summands of AG 0, P up to isomorphism. It is therefore 
rather limited, and there are examples where more information is needed in 
order to obtain (AG), ( see 2.5). Our aim is to describe (AG)b by quiver and 
relations if A is basic and G cyclic, which will give us a lot of examples. 
First let A be any algebra, not necessarily basic, and let G operate on A. 
Since G preserves the powers of the radical, there is an induced action of G 
on A/_r via algebra automorphisms and on T/-T’ via A/_r - A/_r-bimodule 
automorphisms. The kernel of the algebra homomorphism 
7r:AG-i (A/!)G 
which is given by n(Lg) = xg where 1 denotes the image of A in A/_r is the 
ideal _r/lG = rad A G, so that we have an isomorphism 
AG/rad AG 3 (A/_r)G. 
Using the exactness of AG @,, we obtain an isomorphism 
of AG - A-bimodules. This yields an isomorphism of AG - AG-bimodules 
if we define a right AG-module structure on AG 0, r/l2 by 
(lg@/i)h=,lgh@h-‘Cu) 
for g, hEG, LEA, pE_r, pE_rl_r2. Finally, we obtain an isomorphism of 
(A/_r)G - (A/_r)G-bimodules 
rad AG/rad’ AG --t (A/_r)G @,,,L~/_r2. 
As a consequence, the quiver of AG is determined by the semisimple algebra 
(A/_r)G and the (A/_r)G - (A/_r)G-bimodule (A/_r)G @,,,!_rl_r2. 
Now let A be basic with quiver Q. The action of G on A/_r and on the 
A/_r - A/I-bimodule r/_r* induces an action of G on the quiver algebra kQ 
such that all vector spaces of paths of fixed length are preserved. We have 
the following. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let A be basic with quiver Q, and let G operate on A 
and on kQ as described. Then there is a G-equivariant algebra epimorphism 
@kQ-+A. 
ProoJ: The argument is based on an averaging process a la Maschke. 
First we find a G-equivariant section u for the algebra epimorphism 7~: A + 
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/i/r. Assume A has Loewy length s > 1. By induction, we may suppose that 
we are given a G-equivariant section c2 for the epimorphism 
?r2: A/r”-’ + A/r. Let rc,: /i -+/i/r’-‘, and choose a section c1 for rc = X*X, 
such that rc, cr, = u2 : 
Such a section cr, always exists, since any complete set of primitive 
orthogonal idempotents of /i/r”-’ can be lifted to A, but of course 0, is not 
G-equivariant in general. The map u: /l/_r -+II obtained by averaging u, over 
G is G-equivariant by definition and satisfies rru = 1. We will show that it is 
an algebra homomorphism in addition. 
For g E G and x E /1/r, g(ul x) and ur(gx) have the same image under rr, , 
since both rcr and uz are G-equivariant, and hence we have 
g(u,x) = u,(kF) + a, x> (*I 
for some r(g, x) is ,‘-I. Since u1 is an algebra homomorphism, we obtain 
r(g, xv) = o,(gx) ffg> Y> + a, x> Ul(iv> (**I 
for x, y E Il/_r and g E G. Notice that the product r(g, y) r(g, x) vanishes as 
it lies in ~25--2 c T’. For x in /l/l, we set 
u(x) = $ Y- &(g-‘x)X gz 
where n is the order of G. Using (*), we obtain 
and by (**) we conclude that u is in fact an algebra homomorphism. 
Using u we identify Il/_r with a G-stable subalgebra of /1. In a second step, 
we find a G-equivariant section u’ for the canonical map rc’: r-+ T/T’ of 
A/! - n/_r-bimodules. Starting from any section a;, we now obtain a G- 
equivariant one right away by setting 
for all x in -r/-T’. 
u’(x) = $ 2: g(u;(g-‘x)) 
&?CG 
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We define 4: kQ + A using the sections (T and o’ for the vertices and 
arrows, respectively. By construction, Q is G-equivariant. This completes the 
proof. 
If A is basic and G operates on A, we can therefore view A as kQ/Z in 
such a way that the action of G on A is induced by an action of G on kQ 
which’ leaves Z stable and preserves the natural grading on kQ by the length 
of paths. Then AG is isomorphic to (kQ)G/Z((kQ)G). We define (kQ)G in 
the usual way even though kQ may be infinite dimensional. If ri,..., rS 
generate the ideal Z, then Z((kQ)G) is generated by the rjg forj= l,..., s and 
g in G. 
The action of G on kQ is particularly simple if Q contains no multiple 
arrows. Each g E G permutes the vertices of Q and maps each arrow 
a: E + E’ onto a scalar multiple of the only arrow from g(e) to g(e’). 
In case G = g”“z is cyclic, we obtain a precise description of the action of 
g even if Q does contain multiple arrows. Let E and E’ be two vertices, and 
let the size of the G-orbit through E and E’ be s and s’, respectively. For each 
a # 0 in the vector space V spanned by all arrows of Q from E to E’, g’(a) 
belongs to V if and only if i is a multiple of [s,s’], the least common 
multiple of s and s’. The automorphism g[‘*“’ of V has finite order, not 
divisible by the characteristic of k, and is therefore diagonal with respect to a 
suitable basis a i ,..., a, of I’. We choose g’(a,) ,..., g’(a,) as a basis for g’(V) 
for i = O,..., [s, s’] - 1. Since the vector space spanned by all arrows of Q 
which do not belong to JJ g’(V) is G-stable, we can repeat the argument. 
Eventually, we find a basis such that the image under g of every arrow is a 
multiple, necessarily a root of unity, of another arrow. 
2.3. We want to describe the quiver Q, of AG in case A is basic 
and G = gzlnz is cyclic. Let A = kQ/Z be as in 2.2, and assume the basis of 
the vector space spanned by the arrows of the quiver Q of A is chosen as 
above. We fix a primitive nth root of unity c. 
In order to determine the vertices of Qc, we have to compute 
AG/rad AG rr (A/_r)G, and it suffices to concentrate on one G-orbit of 
vertices of Q at the time. We let A,, = Hi:: kg’(e), where s is the size of the 
G-orbit of the vertex E. For each ,u with 0 <ZI < m = n/s, we let M, denote a 
copy of the algebra of s x s-matrices, and we define a k-linear map 
by setting 
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for I, j = O,..., s - 1, where El,?’ is the elementary matrix of M, which has a 1 
in row 1 and column j, where rows and columns range from 0 to s - 1. Using 
that 
t 5’ CiA. 1: if 2 5 m (modulo n), 
I-0 otherwise, 
it is not hard to check that 4 is an algebra homomorphism, and $ is 
surjective since for each integer h and each j, I= O,..., s - 1 
m-1 g-IEg’+sh = 
lies in the image. As both algebras have dimension ms2 = ns, 4 is an 
isomorphism. For the vertices of Qc, we choose the 
Wk?); p = O,..., m - 1, 
obtained from a set B of representatives of the G-orbits of vertices of Q; i.e., 
one diagonal elementary matrix from each matrix ring. 
Given our choice of a basis, the vector space spanned by all arrows of Q 
decomposes as a direct sum of G-modules spanned by the G-orbit of one 
arrow. We may therefore compute the contribution of one G-orbit of arrows 
of Q to the set of arrows of Q, at the time. 
Let E and E’ be in 8, and let the size of the G-orbit of E and E’ be s and s’, 
respectively. Assume Q contains an arrow a: E -+ g-‘(e’) for some integer t 
with 0 < t < (s, s’), the greatest common divisor of s and s’. Then 
for some integer a. We may assume that /1 is given by the following quiver 
which consists of the vertices E, g(e),..., gS-r(e), E’, g(s’),..., gS’-‘(e’) and the 
arrows a, g(a),..., g”q”‘-‘(a), for example, E = g3w E' Q g(E) x 
= g3W) 
2 cd g(Q) & g(E' 1 g2w g*w ) 
We let 
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be the vertices of QG obtained from GE and GE’, respectively. We claim that 
r:4W’ w,) f 0 
if and only if 
p-p’+a modulo (m,m’). 




=-= n[s, s’] 
Cm, m’> 
linearly independent elements in rad A G. The factor ss’ is motivated by the 
sizes s and s’ of the matrix rings to which q,, and vi,, belong. But the 
dimension of rad AG is n [s, s’]. 
Let us compute qL,#(Et;) a~,, which we denote by A. By 
obtain 
definition, we 
1 m-1 ml-1 
A=- r 1 rsiu+s’i’rr’E/gl+s’i’(TEgsi 
mm’ ,eo i’=O 
_ ,t, x rsirrts'w'gl+s'i'(,) gf+s’i’+si. 
i,i’ 
We write 
si = r[s, s'] + sj I& 8’1 for O<r<&=(m,m’)andO<j< s , 
s’i’ = r’[s, s’] + slj’ for O<r’ < (m,m’)andO<j’ < y. 
This yields 
g 
f+s’i’(a) =gftr’[s,s’l+s’j’(a) = ~Is,s’lr’agl+s’j’(a), 
and if we set R = r + r’, we get A = BC, where 






Rgo g, rRls,s’lu+sju+s’j’n’gt+S’j’(cr) gRls,s’l+si+s’j’+l~ 
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The integers R[s, s’] + sj + s’j’ + t occurring as exponents of g in the sum 
form a system of representatives of Z/nZ. Therefore the element A is 
different from zero if and only if the factor B = CtY”:“-’ ~r’ls~s’l(-a+u’+a) 
does not vanish, which is the case precisely when ,U 3 ,B’ + a modulo (m, m’). 
Summing up, we have obtained the following description of QG: Each 
vertex of Q in B whose G-orbit has size s gives rise to n/s vertices of Q,. Let 
E and E’ lie in 8 and have orbits of size s and s’, respectively, and let 
(x: s + g-‘(e’) be an arrow of Q. If qO ,..., q,,-, and ~6 ,..., VA,-, are the 
vertices of QG arising from GE and GE’, there is an arrow from vu to r:, in 
Q, if and only if P -,u’ + a modulo (m, m’), where a is defined by 
Applied to concrete examples, this construction is less cumbersome than it 
appears. 
2.4. We compute /iG for some basic algebras /1 and some cyclic 
groups G. In all our examples, we could have reversed the orientation for 
some G-orbits of arrows. Notice also that there is an action on the basic 
algebra /i ’ = (A G), Morita equivalent to /i G such that A ‘G is again Morita 
equivalent to /i. We will study this phenomenon in more detail in Section 5. 
(4 A = 1”1 kq, G = gZ/n=Z, d&i) = &i+ 1. 
i=l 
In this case, /iG is semisimple and Morita equivalent to /1 itself. 
In the examples (bk(e), we take A hereditary, G = gz’zz, and the action of 
g on /1 is induced by a reflection on the quiver. We will draw the symmetry 
axis of g as a dotted line. Since ,4G is hereditary, it is determined by its 
quiver. We note that the examples (b)-(h) could also be gotten using the 
method given in 2.1. 
(b) (Compare with 2.1.) 








n-l n-l (n-1)' 
A (AGlb 
Cd) 













(f) /1 is given by the quiver of (c) and the relations r2 = 0, and g acts as in 
(c). Then AG is described by the quiver of (LIG)~ in (c) and the relations 
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T’ = 0, and hence simply connectedness is not preserved. For the definition 
of simply connected we refer to [lo]. 
(g) /i is hereditary, given by 
and G = gzj3’ acts on the quiver nontrivially. The quiver of AG is 
These examples show that tame hereditary algebras of different types can 
be obtained from each other by skew group algebra constructions. In 






Finally, we consider two examples where the action of G on A is not 
induced by an action on the quiver of A. In both cases AG is basic, and the 
k-category given by the same quiver and relations as AG is a Galois 
covering of the one given by the quiver and relations defining A. We will 
examine the connections with coverings in Section 5. 
(i) A is given by 
c-l=, a’ = 0 for some I > 1 > 
and G = gzlnz acts by g(a) = [a, where c is a primitive nth root of unity. 
Then AG is given by 
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(j) /i is given by 
and G = gzlnz acts by g(a) = a, g(J) = @, where < is a primitive nth root of 
unity. Then AG is hereditary, given by 
2.5. In 2.1 we have seen that hereditary algebras of type D, and 
A 2n-3 whose quiver admits a nontrivial automorphism g of order 2 
correspond to each other bijectively up to Morita equivalence under A + AG, 
where G = g”‘=, provided the characteristic of k is different from 2. In this 
section we will see that selfinjective algebras of finite type behave in an 
analogous way. We begin with an example. 
Let A be given by the quiver 
Q q 
and the relations 
aicf-a,a2, a,a3a2-asad, a4a,, a2ag, a;a,, a;a,a3, a2a,ai. 
By definition, ,4 belongs to the set of 2-cornered selfinjective algebras of tree 
class D, defined in [ 111. The cyclic group G = gz’2z acts on A by switching 
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e3 and c;, a3 and a;, a2 and a;, and by fixing all the other vertices and 
arrows. We compute the quiver Q, of AG as in 2.3, and we obtain 
where 
qf = $(Ei f Ei g) for i = 1, 2,4, 
‘13 =-53, 
P:=ai*aig for i = 1, 2,4, 5, 
/I: = a3 f ai g. 
AG is selfinjective of finite type (1.2), and, given its quiver, it must be of tree 
class A, [ 111. Using the explicit description of the arrows, we can compute 
the relations directly. We have, for instance, 
/GA+ =(a3 - a[, g)(a, + a2 g) = (a, a2 - 4 a;)( 1 + g) = 0, 
K/C = (a4 + a4 g>(al + aI g> = 2a,a,(l + g> = 0, 
PCPFP: = 4a2a,(a3 + aig> = 4a,a,a, =P;P;P;, 
and the remaining relations are 
So the stable part of the Auslander-Reiten quiver of /iG is ZA,/r7Z [3 11. 
If we let g act on the same algebra A by switching s3 and ej , a2 and ai, a3 
and ai and by sending a, and a., to their negatives while fixing all other 
vertices and arrows, the quiver of .4G becomes 
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where r]i and pi* are defined as before. The relations 
In this case, /iG is still selfinjective of tree class A,, but it is a “Moebius 
strip”; i.e., the stable part of its Auslander-Reiten quiver is ZA,/(t’#)“, 
where 4 is the reflection of ZA, which fixes the vertices on the central line 
1301. So /iG need not inherit the property of/i of being weakly symmetric or 
symmetric. 
Consider the algebra /i ’ which is given by the same quiver Q and the 
relations 
i.e., the sellinjective algebra of class D, whose Auslander-Reiten quiver is 
given by the same configuration as r,, but where the fundamental group is 
generated by t’v, where w is the automorphism of ZD, of order 2 [30]. The 
cyclic group G = gzi2’ operates on /i’ nontrivially in two ways as it does on 
/i, and repeating the computations above for II’, we see that (A’G), and 
(AC), are isomorphic for either operation. Hence AG and A’G can be 
isomorphic for nonisomorphic basic algebras /i and /i’. 
Now let /i be any two-cornered algebra. We use the notions and results of 
[ 11, 7.11. The quiver Q of A is obtained by replacing an arrow a: x + y in a 
Brauer quiver P with n - 2 vertices by 
The automorphism g of Q which exchanges z and z’, y, and 6,, y2 and 6, 
and fixes all other arrows and vertices induces an automorphism of kQ under 
which the relations defining II are stable. The quiver Qc of /iG contains two 
vertices p’ and p- for each vertex p # z, z’ of Q and one vertex z for {z, z’}. 
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Each arrow a (or /3) from p to q in Q gives rise to a pair of arrows a ’ = 
a + ag:p+ + q+, a- = a - ag:p- + q- (or p+:p+ -+ qf, p-:p- -+ q-), the 
pair yi, 6, of arrows of Q yields y: = yi + yi g: x+ + z and y; = yi - y, g: 
x- + z, and from the pair yZ, 6, we obtain the two arrows y: = yz + 
d,g:z+y+ and y; = yZ - 6, g: z -+ y- of QG. Clearly, Q, is a Brauer 
quiver with 2n - 3 vertices, obtained from P by first replacing the arrow 
a: x -+ y by the path x + z + y and then “doubling” all vertices except z as 
well as all arrows. 
We claim that /iG is Morita equivalent to the algebra given by Q, and the 
relations of [ 11, 6.11; i.e., that /iG is weakly symmetric of multiplicity one. 
Since we already know that /1G is selfinjective of finite type, it suffices to 
exhibit for each vertex u of QG a nontrivial path o: u + u in Q, which is not 
zero in (/1G),, but which yields zero if composed with any arrow. If u has 
the form p + (or p- ) for some vertex p of P, we let Pb e.. p, : p + p be the 
shortest nontrivial composition of p-arrows from p to p, and we choose 
Zl=p,’ .../?:=bPb...P1(l+g) (or u=p;...,8;). For U=Z, we take 
v = y:a,f ..a a:S:, where a, .a. aI: y + x is the shortest composition of a- 
arrows from y to x. 
Conversely, we start from a Brauer quiver Q with 2n - 3 vertices which 
admits an automorphism g that exchanges a- and p-arrows [31,3]. Then 
G = gz/2z operates on the algebra /i of class A 2n _ 3 which is given by Q and 
the relations of [ 3 1, 6.11. Similar arguments as above show that llG is 
Morita equivalent to the two-cornered algebra of class D, whose quiver is 
obtained from Q/G by “doubling” the orbit of the fixed point under g and 
the arrows stopping and starting there. The process A + AG induces a 
bijection from the set of two-cornered algebras of class D, to the set of selfin- 
jective algebras of class A2np3 which admit an orientation reversing 
automorphism. Notice that to use our method we need to assume that the 
characteristic of k is different from 2. It is not, however, for these algebras of 
class D, that characteristic 2 plays a special role in the classification of 
selfinjective algebras [ 321. 
There are three nonisomorphic algebras of class D, whose quiver is 
depending on the relations. As above for the two-cornered algebras, there are 
actions of the cyclic groups of order 2 and 3 which take any isomorphism 
class to any other under /i + (/1G),. 
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2.6. Let G = G, >Q G, be a semidirect product acting on some basic 
algebra A. Then we know that AG = (AG,) G,, where G, acts on AG, by 
g2(k,> = g*(A) g2 g, a’. 
If G, and G, are both cyclic, we know by 2.3 how to compute (AGl)br 
and if AG, is basic, we can go on and compute (AG),. Actually, we can still 
determine (AG), if AG, is not basic but only contains an idempotent E which 
is fixed by G, and such that E(AG,)E is basic and Morita equivalent to AG,, 
because of the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let G act on A, and let E be an idempotent of A$xed by G. 
Then (eAe)G is isomorphic to E(AG)E. If EAE is Morita equivalent o A, then 
(&Ae)G is Morita equivalent o AG. 
Proof: The first assertion is clear. As for the second, P = A& contains a 
representative of each isomorphism class of indecomposable projective A- 
modules, and hence AG On P = (AG)E has the same property with respect to 
indecomposable projective AG-modules. We conclude that AG is Morita 
equivalent to (End,,,(AG)s)OP = E(AG)E. 
We illustrate this by considering, for instance, the dihedral group D, of 
order 2n. It is the semidirect product of the normal cyclic subgroup 
G = gZ/nZ, the group of rotations, together with the group G, = hZ12’ 









D, operates on the regular n-hedron with center sO and the vertices E, ,..., E, 
in the usual way; i.e., g is the anticlockwise rotation by 27r/n and h the 




. *ri n-l 
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where 
for i = O,..., n - 1, 
for i = O,..., n - 1. 
Here 5 is a primitive nth root of unity. Note that 
h(vo) = ro 3 
h(rli) = Vn-i? i= 1 ,..., n - 1, 
WItI) = rl, * 
Thus AG is Morita equivalent to (kQ’) G,, whose quiver is 
if n is odd and 
if n is even. 
2.7. Obtaining examples of crossed products is a little more 
complicated. In particular, if G is a cyclic group, A a connected algebra and 
y any 2-cocycle on G with values in U(A) n Z(A), the units in the center of 
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A, then A *Y G is isomorphic to the skew group algebra AG. For we show in 
5.3 that there exists a map 6: G + U(A) n Z(A) such that 
Y(& h) = 4s) g@(h)) Qw’ 
for any two elements of G. The isomorphism 
x4 *,G+AG 
is given by 
&+A for LEA, 
2’ &gk for gE G. 
The smallest group G with H*(G, k*) # 1 is G = g”*’ X h”*‘. It is easy 
to see that the map y: G x G --t k* given by 
y(g, h) = ykk g) = y(h, gh) = 6 
y(h, g) = y(g, gh) = y(gk h) = --i, 
and by the value 1 on the remaining pairs of groups elements, is a cocycle, 
but not a coboundary. We will give some examples of algebras A * G, using 
the group G and the cocycle y above. 
(a) Let A = k with G acting trivially. The map 
&M,(k)+/4 *G 
given by 
WI,) = +(& + m q&F,,) = 4(&h+ icgh), 
#(E,,) = ;(d- icgh), W*,)=f(E--Eg) 
is easily seen to be an isomorphism of algebras, where E is the identity of k 
and E, the elementary matrix with a 1 is the ith row andjth column. 
(b) Choose A = ke x kv, and let G operate by g(s) = E, g(r) = q, 
h(c) = q, h(q) = E. Then we obtain an isomorphism 
M:“(k) x M\*‘(k) 5 /i * G 
by 
#(E$ = f(E + EE), #(E’,:‘) = f(&h + icgh), 
#(E:\‘) = $(yh - ivgh), d(E::‘) = +(r - vii), 
4(J$:‘> = f(v + ~3, #(E$) = i(r,d + iqgh), 
#(E$:)) = 4(&h - icgh), q5(E;2,‘) = ;(E - @). 
481/92/1L17 
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So the result is the same as for the skew group algebra AG (with the same 
action), although y is not a coboundary. 
(c) Take A = nf=, k Ei, and let G act as the Klein 4-group permuting 
the four idempotents, e.g., g= (sIs2)(s3s4) and h = (E,E~)(E~E.,). Then A * G 
is a 4 x 4 matrix ring, and we define the isomorphism 4 by putting #(Eij) in 
the ith row andjth column of a 4 x 4 matrix: 
El El&T &,h E,gh 
GE E2 ic, gh -iE, 6 \ 
&,h 
\- 
-is,gh E) ie, g 
Ectgh ic4E -ie,g E, 
(d) Finally, let A be given by the quiver 
and take the action of G on A induced by the action on {E,,..., s4} of (c). 
Then the quiver of A * G is 
3. SKEW GROUP CATEGORIES 
Many properties of artin algebras which are important in representation 
theory are expressed in terms of almost split sequences. Hence it is of 
interest to investigate how almost split sequences behave with respect to 
constructing skew group algebras and crossed product algebras. 
To do this, it is convenient to generalize the constructions and some of the 
results of Section 1 from mod/i to the categories mod(mod A) and 
mod((mod A)“) of finitely presented contravariant and covariant functors 
from mod/i to abelian groups. Starting with an additive category C with a 
finite group G acting, we define the skew group category CG. We shall 
assume that any f in any Homc(X, Y) is uniquely divisible by ) G 1, which we 
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for short refer to as 1 G] being invertible in C. We investigate some 
connections between C and CG which are of interest in themselves. The 
categorical point of view is useful also when dealing only with module 
categories, in making more apparent what is going on. Also in connection 
with stable equivalence it is useful to be able to make our constructions 
directly with the stable category mod/i. The categorical description is 
further convenient for seeing the close connection with finite coverings, to be 
discussed in Section 5. 
3.1. Let C be a preadditive category and G a finite group of order 
n, and assume that we have a group homomorphism from G to the group of 
equivalences from the category C to itself. We define the category C{ G\ as 
follows. The objects are n-tuples {X} = { giX, 1 < i < n}. Here e = g,, g, ,..., g, 
are the distinct elements of G, and g’X denotes the image of X under the 
equivalence given by gi. A morphismf: (X} + {Y} is an n x n matrix (f,,,,,) 
where fgi+: X -+ giY are arbitrary morphisms in C, and fgiqg,: gjX+ “Y is 
gj(f,il,i,,). Composition is given by multiplying matrices. Alternatively, a 
morphism is a matrix (fgi,gj) which is left fixed under the action of each g in 
G. 
The category C { G) is again a preadditive category, which is additive if C 
is. Even if we assume that idempotents split in C, this is not necessarily the 
case for C(G}, as we shall soon see. We denote by CG the category we get 
by making idempotents split in C{G} (see [22]), and call CG the skew group 
category of C by G. 
Assume now that C is an additive category and that idempotents split in 
C. We also assume that 1 G ( is invertible in C, which is the case, for example, 
if C is a category over a field k with ] G] invertible in k. We have the 
following natural functors between C and C(G), and C and CG. We define 
F:C~C{G}cCGbyP(X)={X}forXinC.Ifh:X-,Yisamorphismin 
C, we define F(h) = (fRi,gj) where f,,,,!=g,(h) and fni,gj = 0 for i #j. 
H:C{G}~CisdefinedbyH{g’X,1~i~n}=Ur=,giX.IfS:{X)~{Y}is 
a morphism in C(G), then H(f ): u;= I “‘X+ uy=, giY is induced by the 
matrix (fgi,gj) in the natural way. H induces a functor H: CG 4 C. 
Let /i be an artin algebra and G a finite group of order n with a group 
homomorphism G + Aut(li). For g E Aut(ll) we consider the induced 
equivalence from mod/i to mod/i given by sending X to gX for X in mod/i. 
Let X and Y be in mod/i. By adjointness we have Hom,,(llG @,, X, 
AG@,,Y) N Hom,(X,nG@,,Y) N Hom,(X,e@YII...IIg,@Y). We 
have seen that we have natural isomorphisms g, @ Y N giY. By considering 
what the induced n-map nG @A X-t AG @,, Y looks like, it is easy to see 
that sending AG a,, X to {‘X,..., ““X} induces an equivalence of categories 
between the full subcategory of mod AG whose objects are of the form 
/iG 0, X for X in mod II, and (mod ,4){G}. If n is invertible in /i, there is an 
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induced equivalence between mod /iG and (mod I1)G. Since AG @,, X is not 
necessarily an indecomposable /iG-module even when X is an indecom- 
posable A-module, we see that idempotents do not necessarily split in 
(mod A){ G}. 
By restriction, if p(A) denotes the category of finitely generated projective 
/i-modules, p(ll)G and p(AG) are equivalent categories 
3.2. As for algebras, we isolate some of the essential properties of 
C 2: CG. So let C and D be additive categories and F: C + D and 
H: D-P C additive functors. We denote by I: C -+ C and J: D-+ D the 
identity functors, and consider the following properties. 
(A) (i) There is a split monomorphism of functors I + HF. 
(ii) There is a split epimorphism of functors FH + J. 
(B) (K W and (H, F) are adjoint pairs of functors. 
We postpone the discussion of an analogue of property (C), which is 
somewhat more complicated, to the next section, and show here that (A) and 
(B) hold for our skew group categories. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let C be an additive category where idempotents split, G 
a finite group, with a group homomorphism G -+ Aut(C). Assume that 1 G ( is 
invertible in C. Then (A) and (B) hold for C 2; CG. 
Proof: For X in C, consider the monomorphism I(X) =X + HF(X) = 
=xu . . . LI gnX given by sending X to the first coordinate. Defining the map 
HF(X) -P X to be the projection to the first summand, we get a splitting 
which is easily seen to be functorial. 
Let Y = {‘X,..., ““X) be in C{G}. Consider the natural map FH(Y) = 
{‘(‘XLl . .* LI gnx),..., yex Ll . . . LI ““X)} + Y = {‘X,..., gnX} given by letting 
‘(‘X Ll . . f LI ““X) + giX be the ith projection map. This gives a morphism of 
functors FH -+ J. To get a splitting, define t,: Y + FH(Y), where 
t : ‘X+ gipxfl . . . LI “nX> is given by sending ‘X to gi(gi’X) = ‘X by the 
i&entity. Letting s = l/n t, s: J-r FH is our desired morphism of functors. 
Finally, we extend from C(G) to CG. This finishes the proof of (A). 
Let X be in C and Z = (‘Y,..., gnY) in C{G}. Since by definition a 
morphism f = (&,gJ: {‘X,..., ““X} -+ {‘Y,..., gnY} in C{G} is uniquely deter- 
mined by the fgi,e: X + giY, we have a natural isomorphism 
(X, ‘Y Il ... Ll gnY)-+ ({‘X )...) “nX}, {‘Y )...) “fly}), that is, (X, HZ)-+ (FX, Z). 
Since also the f,,,.: gjX + Y determine f uniquely, we have a natural 
isomorphism (HZ, k) -+ (Z, FX). This shows that (F, H) and (H, F) are 
adjoint pairs of functors between C and C( G}, hence also between C and 
CG. 
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We have the following analogue of part of Theorem 1.3, which by 
Theorem 3.2 specializes to skew group categories. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let C and D be abelian categories with enough 
projectives and F: C + D, H: D + C additive functors satisfying (A) and (B). 
Then the following hold. 
(a) g1.dim.C = g1.dim.D. 
(b) C is I-Gorenstein if and only if D is. 
(c) dom.dim.C = d0m.dim.D. 
(d) The projectives coincide with the injectives in C if and only if they 
do in D. 
Proof Again F and H clearly are exact and preserve projectives and 
injectives, and the proof follows from this. Here we say that C is l- 
Gorenstein if for each projective P in C there is a monomorphism P + Z with 
Z projective injective, and dom.dim.C > i if for each projective P there is an 
exact sequence 0 + P + I, + I, ... I,-, with the Zj projective injective. 
3.3. Even if we are only interested in studying the categories mod II 
for an artin algebra /i, the study of almost split sequences leads us naturally 
to investigating the category mod(mod /i) of finitely presented contravariant 
functors from mod /i to abelian groups. For an almost split sequence 0 + X + 
Y--f 2 + 0 induces a simple object F determined by the exact sequence of 
functors 0 + ( , X) + ( , Y) -+ ( , Z) -+ F -+ 0. Hence the question of what 
happens to almost split sequences under the skew group algebra construction 
is closely connected with the question of what happens to simple objects, in 
another category, and this is closely related to property (C). The following 
commutativity results is useful here. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let C be an additive category where idempotents split, 
G a finite group acting, with the previous assumptions. With the action of G 
on mod C, induced by sending ( , C) to ( , “C), (mod C)G and mod(CG) are 
equivalent categories. 
ProoJ F: mod C + (mod C)G and H: (mod C)G + mod C preserve 
epimorphisms and projectives (where projective is defined via the lifting 
property) using that (F, H) and (H, F) are adjoint pairs of functors. Since C 
is equivalent to the projectives in mod C, we then get that CG is equivalent 
to the projectives in mod C. So the full subcategories of projectives in 
mod CG and (mod C)G are equivalent. To obtain the desired equivalence 
between mod CG and (mod C)G, it suffices to show that like mod CG, also 
(modC)G has projective presentations and cokernels. It is easy to see that we 
have projective presentations of the objects in (mod C)G. Consider a map 
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f: FA -+ FB, with A and B in modC. Since mod C has cokernels, we have an 
exact sequence H(FA) + H(FB) -+ X + 0, hence an exact sequence FH(FA) + 
FH(FB) -t FX -+ 0. By (A)(ii) we have a commutative diagram 










FH(FA ) FH(f) ------+FH(FB)-tFX-+O 
such that US and vt are idempotents and su = I,, and tv = I,,. There is then 
induced an idempotent e: FX+ FX. Since idempotents split in (mod C)G, 
Im e exists. It is not hard to see that we have an exact sequence FA -+f FB -+ 
Im e + 0, so that J FA + FB has a cokernel in (mod C)G. It now follows 
that (mod C)G and mod(CG) are equivalent categories. 
In dealing with an analogue of property (C), we shall make more 
assumptions on our additive category. We want a setting containing the 
categories mod(modII) for an artin algebra II. It will be convenient to 
assume that we have mod C for some dualizing R-variety C, where R is a 
commutative artin ring, that is, each Hom,(X, Y) is a finitely generated R- 
module, and (Cop, mod R) + (C, mod R) induces a duality between the 
categories of finitely presented functors mod C and mod Cop [5]. Here 
(cop, mod R) denotes the category of additive contravariant functors from C 
to mod R, and (C, mod R) the category of additive covariant functors from 
C to mod R. mod C is known to be a dualizing R-variety, and an abelian 
category having projective covers [ 5 ]. 
We consider the following condition for the setup mod C 2: mod D, for 
dualizing R-varieties C and D. 
(C) F and H preserve semisimple objects and projective covers. 
It will be useful to consider the following related property for C 2; D, 
which clearly holds in the setting C ;tg CG, for an additive category C with 
idempotents splitting and ] G ] invertible. 
(C) There is a finite group G = {e, g2,..., g,} acting on C such that for 
C in C HF(C) = &,,, gC and iff: X + Y is in C, there is a decomposition 
HF(f) = (s, g2(f),..., g,(f)): eX LI . . + LI gnX -+ eY Ll . . . LI gnY. 
The importance of (c) is that it shares with (A) and (B) the following 
fact, which is not too hard to prove. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let C and D be additive categories with functors 
F: C + D and H: D -+ C. If one of the properties (A), (B), (c) holds, then it 
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holds for mod C and mod D, with the induced jiinctors F: mod C + mod D 
and H: mod D + mod C, induced by F(( , C)) = ( , FC) and H(( , D)) = 
(,HD),for C in C and D in D. 
We now prove property (C) for our skew group categories, by proving the 
following result. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let C and D be dualizing R-varieties with functors 
F: mod C+ modD and H: mod D+ mod C satisfying (A), (B) and (e). 
Then (C) also holds. 
ProoJ: We first prove that F preserves semisimple objects and projective 
covers. We claim that if Y is indecomposable in mod D and HY is 
semisimple, then Y is simple. For assume that Y is not simple. Then there is 
some nonsplit exact sequence 0 + X+ Y + Z + 0. Since HY is semisimple, 
0 + HX + HY + HZ + 0 splits. Consider 
0 + FH(X) -+ FH( Y) --f FH(Z) + 0 
I I 
Y -+ z -0 
where the upper sequence then splits, and by (A)(ii) FH(Y) + Y is a split 
epimorphism which is functorial in Y. Y + Z would then also be a split 
epimorphism, which contradicts our assumptions. 
If Y is simple in mod C, then HF(Y) is semisimple. For we know that 
HF(Y)=eYLl ... II g-Y, and all the giY are simple since gi: C + C is an 
equivalence of categories. Combining with the above we have that Y simple 
implies FY semisimple. 
We next claim that F(( , X)/_r( ,X)) = ( , FX)/_r( , FX) for X indecom- 
posable in C. Here r( ,X) denotes the radical of ( ,X), that is, the inter- 
section of the maximal subfunctors. Since F and H take projectives to 
projectives, they induce functors between C and D which we also denote by 
F and H. Applying F to ( , X) + ( , X)/_r( , X) = 2 + 0, we get that ( , FX) -+ 
F(( 3 X)/i-( > Xl) -+ 0 is exact, so that ( , Y) -+ F((, X)/_r( ,X)) + 0 is a 
projective cover, where Y is a summand of FX. Applying H gives that 
( , HY) -+ HF(( , X)/_r( ,X)) -+ 0 is exact. Since HF($ = eTLI ..a LI gnJ?, its 
projective cover is ( , eXII ... II “nX>. Since HY is a summand of HFX = 
‘XLI ... II RnX, we must then have HY = HFX, so that Y = FX, and the 
claim follows. 
We now show that H preserves semisimple objects and projective covers. 
Let p be simple in mod D. Write y= ( , Y)/_r( , Y), and choose by (A)(ii) 
X 1 HY in C such that Y 1 FX. By the above we have that F(( , X)/_r( ,X)) = 
( , FX)/_r( , FX), and p= ( , Y)/_r( , Y) is a summand of ( , FX)/_r( , FX). 
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We have H(( , FX))/_r( , FX)) = ( , X)/_r( ,X) II . . . II gn(, X)/_ygn( ,X) = 
( , HF(X))/_r( , HF(X)), which is semisimple. This shows that HP is 
semisimple, and that H preserves projective covers. 
This finishes the proof of the theorem. 
We have the following immediate consequence, using that (mod C)G is 
equivalent to mod(CG) by Proposition 3.4, and hence is a dualizing R- 
variety if CG is. 
COROLLARY 3.1. If C and CG are dualizing R-varieties, with the usual 
assumptions on G, then mod C 2: (mod C)G satisfies (A), (B), (C), (C). 
We can now get information on almost split sequences. We are mostly 
interested in mod/i in this paper, but we give the proof more generally for 
dualizing R-varieties, since it might be interesting in other situations. For 
example, all the categories occurring as covering of categories given by 
algebras are dualizing R-varieties [ 291. 
THEOREM 3.8. Let C be a category with a jkite group G acting such 
that I GI is invertible, and assume that C and CG are dualizing R-varieties. 
Let the jiinctors F and H between mod C and (mod C)G be as before. 
(a) If 0 -+ X-+ Y-+ Z -+ 0 is an almost split sequence in mod C 
(or(mod C)G), then 0 --+ FX -+ FY + FZ -+ 0 (or 0 + HX-+ HY -+ HZ -+ 0) is 
a direct sum of almost split sequences in (mod C)G (or mod C). 
(b) If X+ Y is a minimal left or right almost split map in mod C (or 
(mod C)G), then FX-+ FY (or HX-+ HY) is a direct sum of minimal left or 
right almost split maps in (mod C)G (or mod C). 
Proof To see this, we use the functorial description of almost split 
sequences and minimal right and left almost split maps. For if Y is indecom- 
posable, f: X+ Y in mod C is minimal right almost split if and only if 
( ,X) + ( , I’) + Coker( ,f) + 0 is a minimal projective presentation in 
mod(mod C) with Coker( , f) simple [5]. And if X is indecomposable, 
f: X+ Y in mod C is minimal left almost split if and only if (Y, ) + (X, ) + 
Coker(f, ) + 0 is a minimal projective presentation in mod((mod C)Op), with 
Coker( , f) simple. 
We now use that mod C Ftg (mod C)G satisfies (A), (B), (C), hence so 
does the induced diagram mod(mod C) 2’; mod((mod C)G). Hence (C) 
holds, that is, semisimple objects and projective covers are preserved. 
3.4. Considering the property (C) was convenient for clarifying the 
structure of our proofs. But using (C) in itself at the end of the previous 
proof was not so essential, since by Proposition 3.4, mod((mod C)G) and 
(mod(mod C))G are equivalent categories. If we want to get a similar 
relationship between almost split sequences over /i and LI * G, however, it is 
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important to consider (C). For (C) is clearly satisfied for mod A & 
mod n * G, under the usual assumptions on G, and hence the proof of 
Theorem 3.8 goes as above. 
An alternative way of treating the relationship between A and /i * G 
would be to try to generalize the notion of skew group categories to crossed 
product categories, a construction which would also be of interest in its own 
right. We indicate how this can be done for the case we consider in this 
paper, namely, the case when the 2-cocycle y defined on G x G has its values 
in the units of the center of/i. For the units of the center have a categorical 
interpretation. So let C be an additive category with a finite group G acting 
such that / GI is invertible. Let y be a map from G x G to the natural 
automorphisms of the identity functor for C, satisfying the following 
properties, like those for rings: 
(1) y(gg’, s”) y(g, 6) = y(g, g’g”) gMg’, g”)), g, g’, 6’ in G. 
(2) y(e, g) = 1 = y(g, e) for g E G, e identity of G. 
The only difference from the definition of the skew group category is the 
following. 
A morphism f: {X) + {Y) is now an n X n matrix (fgi, Ri), where as before 
f : ‘X+ RiY are arbitrary 
Yi’Gy Sj ‘gi) gj(fgj- kgi,e>. 
morphisms 
Ag ain 
in C and now fgi,gj: g~X+ giY is 
composition is defined by multiplying 
matrices. It is easy to check that the composed matrix is of the desired form 
and that composition is associative. 
As for skew group categories, we have that if /1 is an algebra, y a 2- 
cocycle with values in the units in the center of /i, and y also denotes the 
induced 2-cocycle for mod /1, then the categories mod@ * G) and 
(mod /i) * G are equivalent. 
3.5. The categorical description is also useful in connection with 
stable equivalence, as it is then possible to apply the skew group category 
construction directly to the stable category mod/i. We can then construct 
new pairs of algebras which are stably equivalent. 
Let ,4 and A’ be stably equivalent algebras, and assume that there are 
automorphisms u: n + ,4 and u’: A ’ + /1’ of order n such that the following 
diagram commutes. 
mod/i L mod /i 
I a I a 
mod/i’ 2 mod/i’ 
Here _a and _o’ denote the induced equivalences of categories, and a: mod A -+ 
mod /i’ is an equivalence. Let G = (g) be the cyclic group of order n, acting 
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on mod n by sending g to _a. From the commutative diagram it follows that 
(mod /i )G and (mod /1’ )G are equivalent categories. Further, we have the 
following. 
LEMMA 3.9. (mod A )G and (mod A)G are equivalent categories. 
.Proc$ For {X) and (Y} in (mod/l)G we need to show that a map 
f = ( fgi, gj): {X} -+ {Y} factors through a projective object in (mod /i)G if and 
only if each fgi, gj factors through a projective object in mod /1. This follows 
easily, using that {X} is projective if and only if X is projective in mod /1, if 
and only if all QX are projective in mod/l. We first get an equivalence 
between (mod/i){G} and (mod/i){G}. Then we use that idempotents in 
End{_X) can be lifted to idempotents in End{X}. 
As a consequence we can now deduce that (mod A)G and (mod A’)G are 
equivalent categories. That is, we have shown that .4G and /i ‘G are stably 
equivalent algebras. 
We point out that there are examples of sellinjective algebras n with a 
group of automorphisms acting in two different ways so that the resulting 
skew group algebras are not stably equivalent. Hence the commutativity of 
the above diagram is essential for our conclusions. 
3.6. In the case C = mod II and D = mod r we deal in this chapter 
with the setting mod /1 2; mod r, with (-F, H) an adjoint pair of functors. In 
Section 1 we started with a ring monomorphism i: /i + r and considered the 
induced pair of functors (F, H). To tie things together, we point out when a 
pair of adjoint functors (F, H) is induced by a ring map. 
PROPOSITION 3.10. For mod n 2; mod r, where (F, H) is an adjoint 
pair offunctors, there is a commutative diagram 
F 
mod /1 1 modr 
P F, IL 
mod/i’ I mod r’ 
H’ 
with K, L equivalences of categories, such that F’ is induced by a ring map 
JI.A’+r’, ifand only if 
(i) F preserves projectives. 
(ii) If Q is projective in mod r, there is some projective P in mod A 
with Q / FP. 
Proof Since (F, H) is an adjoint pair, there is a bimodule ,.E, such that 
F = $, @ and H = Horn&E,,, ). We see that (i) and (ii) are equivalent to 
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,E being a projective generator. If F is induced by a ring mapf: A -+ r, then 
,E, = ,.r,, hence a projective r-generator. 
Assume now that rE, is a finitely generated projective r-generator, and 
consider the composition mod n -+rE4 @mod r--+(@)* @mod 0, where 
Q = Endr(,E (,E)* @ =Hom,(,E, ) is a Morita equivalence. Now 
W * Or rE, z Horn&E,, rE,) = 52 as Q -kbimodule, so that the 
composite of the above functors is &,, 0, which is given by the ring map 
A + fl inducing the structure of Q as right /i-module. This finishes the proof. 
We also mention that in the presence of (A)(i), the ring map must be a 
monomorphism. 
We also comment on the relationships between condition (C) in this 
section and the corresponding one in Section 1. We observe that if we deal 
with module categories, F preserves semisimple objects if and only if 
F(A/_r/i) = r/-r is semisimple, that is, if and only if _rT 1 rad r. F preserves 
projective covers if and only if F(A) = r+ F(A/_r/i) = Tl_rT is a projective 
cover, which happens if and only if yTc rad r. Hence F preserves both 
semisimple objects and projective covers if and only if rr = rad r, and in this 
case rrn A = r, so that H automatically preserves semisimple objects and 
projective covers. To get a condition specializing to TT= rad r= Tr for 
module categories, we could have added the dual condition that our functors 
also preserve injective envelopes, but this was not necessary for the results 
we wanted to prove. For we have a commutative diagram 
F 
mod n I modr 
I H I 
ID P 
mod Aop & mod Pp 
II ’ 
since D’(r@, X) N DX @,, r, where D and D’ are the ordinary dualities. 
4. RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN/~ ANDAG 
In this section we apply some of the results of the previous section to 
investigate the relationship between A and AG or A * G with respect to ring 
theoretic properties defined in terms of almost split sequences and irreducible 
maps. We prove that there are no cycles of irreducible maps for A if and 
only if the same is true for A * G, under the usual assumptions on G. We 
also investigate the relationship between the preprojective partitions for A 
and A + G, and we discuss the property of being a tilted algebra. In the last 
section we discuss the property of being an Auslander algebra. We assume 
throughout that A is an artin algebra, and G acts on A with 1 GJ invertible in 
A. 
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4.1. We have seen in 3.3 and 3.4 that the fimctors F: mod A -t 
mod/i * G and H: mod/i * G + mod/i carry almost split sequences to a 
direct sum of almost split sequences and minimal left or right almost split 
maps to a direct sum of minima1 left or right almost split maps. 
As a consequence we get a close connection between irreducible maps in 
mod /i and mod /iG (or mod II * G). For X in ind /i, we denote by [X] the 
set of indecomposable ,4-modules in the G-orbit of X. For Z in ind AG, 
choose X in ind II such that Z is a summand of ,4 * G @* X. Denote by [Z] 
the set of nonisomorphic indecomposable summands of A * G @,, X. When 
X and Z are related as above, we write [a] = [Z]. We then have [z] = 
[Z] o Z ] FX o gX / HZ for some g E G. This gives partitions of ind A and 
of indA * G. 
It is convenient to make the following definitions. If there is an irreducible 
map from an object in [X] to an object in [Y], we say that there is an 
irreducible map [X] + [Y]. Then we have the following relationship between 
A and A * G. 
LEMMA 4.1. With the usual assumptions and notation, the following are 
equivalent, where X and Y are in ind A. 
(a) There is an irreducible map [X] -+ [Y]. 
(b) Given X’ in [X] there is some irreducible map X’ + Y’ with Y’ in 
[Yl. 
(c) Given Y’ in [Y] there is some irreducible map X’ + Y’ with X’ in 
In 
(d) There is an irreducible map [z] + [ 91. 
(e) Given Z in [z] there is some irreducible map Z-+ U with U in 
m 
(f) Given U in [y] there is some irreducible map Z -+ U with Z in 
vfl. 
Proof: If X+ Y is irreducible with X and Y in ind A, consider the 
minima1 right almost split map XII X’ + Y. FX II FX’ -+ FY is then minimal 
right almost split in mod A * G. Given Z in [2], we have Z 1 FX, so there is 
an irreducible map Z -+ U with U 1 FY, that is, U in [F]. 
If Z-+ U is irreducible in mod A * G, consider similarly the minimal right 
almost split map Z II Z’ -+ U, which gives rise to a minima1 right almost 
split map HZ II HZ’ + HU. If X is arbitrary with Z in [f], then X ] HZ, so 
there is an irreducible map X --+ Y with Y ] HU, that is, U is in [PI. From this 
and dual arguments, the lemma follows. 
We make similar definitions for DTr. Let X be nonprojective in ind A and 
consider an almost split sequence 0 -+ DTrX + E -+ X + 0. Then for g in G 
we have an almost split sequence 0 -+ g(DTrX) + gE + gX + 0. This shows 
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that DTP-(~X) N g(DTrX), so that [X] = [X’] implies [DTrX] = [DTrX’]. 
We then define DTr[X] = [DTrX]. If Y is in [DTrX], there is clearly some 
X’ in [X] such that YN DTrX’. We also have the following result. 
LEMMA 4.2. For X nonprojective in ind A we have DTr[X] = m 
Proof Let Z be in [X]. Z is then not projective, and we consider the 
almost split sequences 0 -+ DTrZ + U + Z + 0 and 0 + DTrX + E + X + 0. 
We have a direct sum of almost split sequences 0 -+ F(DTrX) + FE+ 
FX + 0, so that F(DTrX) = DTr(FX). The indecomposable summands of 
F(DTrX) are those of @?%j, and DTrZ is in $%$. 
We recall that there is a decomposition of ind/i, for an artin algebra /1, 
into components, with respect to the equivalence relation generated by X and 
Y being related if there is an irreducible map X + Y. If SF is such a 
component, which then corresponds to a connected component of the 
Auslander-Reiten quiver, gF? is clearly also, where the objects in gF are 
those of the form ‘X for X in F. And the correspondence sending [X] to [X] 
induces a correspondence between finite sets of components for n and ,4 * G. 
[g] denotes the set of components of the form g@, and [@] consists of the 
components in ind/i * G having an object from some [X] with X in V. We 
also say that a component F has the DTr-property if for each X in V, 
DTr’X is projective for some i > 0. 
On the basis of the above preliminary statements, we have the following 
connection between ,4 and /i * G. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let A be an artin algebra and A + G such that 1 G] is 
invertible in A. 
(a) There are no oriented cycles of irreducible maps in some 
component 9 of ind A tf and only of the same is true for the components 
P E [@] in ind A * G. 
(b) There are no oriented cycles of irreducible maps between indecom- 
posable modules for mod A tf and only tf the same is true for mod A * G. 
(c) A component SF in ind A has the DTr-property tf and only tf each 
component % E [S?] has the DTr-property. 
(d) A has the DTr-property if and only if A * G does. 
(e) SY is a preprojective component of ind A, that is, 59 has no oriented 
cycles of irreducible maps and g has the DTr-property [20], 
each C9 in [@] is a preprojective component of ind A * G. 
tf and only if 
Proof. (a) Assume there is a chain of irreducible maps X, +X, + ... + 
X,--f X, in g’, and no such chain in any a E [a]. There is then a chain of 
irreducible maps [z,] + [z2] + ... + [2”] --) [d,], hence a chain of 
irreducible maps Z, + Z, --t ... + Z, + Zi , within some ~9 in [%?I, where Zi 
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is in [JFi], Z; in [a,]. By Lemma 4.1, we continue this chain, and since [Z,] 
has only a finite number of objects, we get an oriented cycle of irreducible 
maps in g. The proof of the converse is the same. 
(c) Let X be in F. X is projective if and only if each Z in [d] is 
projective. Since m = Drr[d], DTrX is projective if and only if DTrZ 
is projective for Z in [z], and we are done. 
(b) and (e) follow directly from (a) and (c). 
(e) follows from (a) and (b). 
A similar idea can be used to prove the following related result. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. With the usual notation, A is a factor of an hereditary 
algebra tf and only tf A * G is. 
Proof Let f: Z --) Z’ be a nonzero map in mod A* G, where Z and Z’ 
are indecomposable. Choose X and X’ in ind/i such that Z 1 FX and 
Z’ 1 FX’, and extend f to a map $: FX- FX’. By adjointness, 
Hom,(X, HFX’) is then not zero, so we get a nonzero map t: X-X”, with 
X” in [X’]. Similarly, given a nonzero map s: X + X’ in mod /1, with X and 
X’ in ind A, we choose Z and Z’ in ind A * G such that X ] HZ and 
X’ / HZ’. We then get some nonzero map Z” + Z’ with Z” in [Z]. To finish 
the proof we use that F and H preserve projectives and that an artin algebra 
r is not a factor of an hereditary artin algebra if and only if there is some 
chain of nonzero maps Q, + Q2 + .a. + Q, -+ Q, between indecomposable 
projective r-modules. 
4.2. Another interesting concept closely related to irreducible maps 
is the concept of preprojective partition and preprojective module, introduced 
in [6]. This is a decomposition ind A = Uz”=, 3 U 3$, into disjoint sets 3, 
0 < i < co, where 9, is finite for n < co, and Yn for n < co is minimal with 
respect to the property that each indecomposable module not in Ul:,’ cq is a 
factor module of a finite direct sum of modules from Yn. p(A) is defined to 
be the number of nonempty layers in the preprojective partition. We have the 
following connection between A and /1 * G. 
THEOREM 4.5. With the previous notation, with {$} the preprojective 
partition for A and {Q,} the prepreprojective partition for A * G, the 
following are equivalent for an X in ind A. 
(a) Xisinz. 
(b) All X’ in [X] are in 3. 
(c) Some Z in [a] is in Qi. 
(d) All Z in [X] are in Qi. 
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In particular, p(A) =p(A * G). 
Proof: To prove this, it is convenient to use a functorial description of 
the 3, as given in 121. For a finitely presented covariant functor K, denote 
by Supp K the set of X in indII such that (X, )/_r(X, ) is a composition factor 
of K. Define K, to be the minimal subfunctor of K such that Supp K/K, is 
contained in Supp K/_rK. Assuming K, is defined, define K,+ 1 to be the 
minimal subfunctor of K, with Supp K/K,+, contained in Supp KI_rK,. For 
K = (4, ) we have Supp(K,/_rK,) =Ym [2]. 
Let L be a finitely presented covariant functor on mod A. If gL z L for all 
g in G, then clearly g(L/_rL) N L/_rL for all g in G. Supp L is closed under 
the action of G, hence is some union Ui,, [X,] for Xi in ind11. Since F 
preserves projective covers, we have Supp FL = lJi,, [di] and clearly 
SUPP HF(L) = Uie, [Xi]. 
Since F preserves projective covers and semisimple objects, we also have 
F(L/_rL) z FL/_r(FL). 
Let K = (P, ) = K, where P is the direct sum of one copy of each indecom- 
posable projective A-module. Then gK N K for all g in G. Since we have that 
F(K,/_rK,) N FK,/_r(FK,), it is sufficient to prove that K, N gK, for all 
g E G and that F(K,) = (FK), for all m > 0, where (FK)O = FK. We have 
c(~K) = g@K), and since K ‘v gK, we then have Supp K/rK = Supp gK/~(gK). 
It follows that (gK,) = (gK),, so that gK, N K, since K ‘v gK. Then Supp 
K,/_rK, = Supp gK,/_rgK, and Supp K/rK, = Supp gK/~(gK), , so that also 
gK, = (gK),, and hence K, N gK,. Continuing this way we get gK, = (gK), 
and K, ‘v kK, for all m > 0 and all g E G. 
Assume we have proved that F(K,) = (FK), for some it > 0. Since F 
preserves projective covers and semisimple objects, we have F(K,/_rK,) ‘v 
F(K,)/[F(K,). Since K, N gK,, 
[JiT,lu ... 
we then have Supp F(K,)/_rF(K,) = 
U [2f], if Supp K,/_rK, = [Xi] U ... U [X,]. Using that gK, = 
(gQ,, 3 we get g(K,/K,, ,) = K,/K,+ ,, so that Supp(K,/K,+ ,) is stable 
under G. It follows that (FK), + I c F(K, + ,) c _rF(K,) c F(K,) c FK, 
so that H((FK),+ ,) c HF(K,+ ,) c HF(K). H((FK),+ ,) c eK,+I Ll .*. LI 
‘“Km t 1 c ‘K Ll . . . U gnK, where G = (g, = e ,..., g,}. If (FK),+ , c F(K,+ 1) 
was a proper inclusion, then so is H((FK),+ ,) c ‘K,,,+ 1 LI ... LI “‘Km + , . 
For consider the diagram with projective covers 
VW, + 1 ~Wrn+,) 
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which gives rise to the commutative diagram with projective covers 
Since (X, ) + (Y, ) is not an isomorphism, Y-t X is not an isomorphism. 
Hence HY+ HX is not an isomorphism since H is a restriction functor. 
Then some 2 in Supp K,/_rK, would be in Supp eKm+ 1/_reK, + , II . -. LI 
gnKm+,lPnKm+,~ which would contradict the minimality of (g’K),+, , for 
some i. Hence we conclude that F(K,+ ,) = (FK)m+ I. 
4.3. We now discuss how tilted algebras behave with respect to the 
construction of crossed product algebras. We recall from [20] that an artin 
algebra A is a tilted algebra if there is a hereditary algebra C and a tilting 
module T such that ,4 = End,,(T)@‘. Here T is a tilting module over a 
hereditary algebra if Exth(T, 7’) = 0 and the number of nonisomorphic 
summands of T is equal to the number of nonisomorphic simple C-modules. 
In [9] a section R of the Auslander-Reiten quiver r,, of an algebra /i is a 
subquiver such that the point set g0 is a set of representatives of the DTr- 
orbits of ind/i and the set of arrows K1 is a set of representatives of the CF 
orbits in 4. We recall that for an arrow a: x +y, corresponding to an 
irreducible map X -+ Y between the corresponding indecomposable modules, 
with Y not projective, aa is defined to be the arrow ty+ x, where ry 
corresponds to DTrY. The corresponding concept to a section is that of a 
complete slice in [20]. We shall use the characterization that an artin 
algebra n of finite type is a tilted algebra if and only if r,, has no oriented 
cycles and has a section [20,9]. 
THEOREM 4.6. Let A be an artin algebra of finite type and G a finite 
group acting on A, with 1 G/ invertible in A, y: G x G + U(A) f? Z(A) as 
usual. Then A is a tilted algebra if and only if A * G is. 
This result was first proved by de la Peiia for skew group algebras, when 
G is a solvable group (private communication). In his proof he showed that 
if A is a tilted algebra of finite type with G acting on A, then A has a section 
g stable under the action of G. We need here the following more general 
result. 
LEMMA 4.1. Assume that S is a tilted algebra ofjinite type, where S is A 
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or A * G above. Then r, contains a section a, such that if X is in a then 
each X’ in [X] is in K. 
Proof We know that P, has no oriented cycles of irreducible maps. Let 
% be a section for P,, and let P be projective in ind S. Let P, ,..., P, be the 
nonisomorphic objects in [PI. Since % contains exactly one module from 
each DTr-orbit, there is a unique ni such that TrD”fP, is in %. Choose 
n = np as the smallest of the ni for i = l,..., r, and replace Xi = TrD”iPi by 
Xl = TrD”P, for i = l,..., r. We repeat this process for every [Q], where Q is 
projective in ind S, by defining no in an analogous way. Then each X in V is 
replaced by some X’, and we let F be the full subquiver of r, whose point 
set corresponds to these X’. Then K,, clearly contains exactly one represen- 
tative from each DTr-orbit. Let now X + Y be an irreducible map where X 
and Y are in %. To show that F is also a section, we want to show that 
there is an irreducible map X’ + Y’ or an irreducible map Y’ +X’. 
We have that X’ = DTr’X for some i > 0. By definition of the X’ there is 
some X, in [X’] with X, in %. Since TrD’X, is then in [Xl, there is some 
irreducible map TrD’X, + Y, , with Y, in [Y]. Since % is a section, there is 
some irreducible map X, + Yz or Yz +X1 , with Y, in %/, where Y, = DTr’Y, 
or Y2 = DTr’+’ Y,. This shows that Y’ = DTdY, with j> i. Assume 
j > i + 1, and choose Y, in [Y] with DTfiY, E %!. Then there is an X, in [X] 
and an irreducible map X, + Y,. Since % is a section there would then be an 
irreducible map DTdX, + DTr’Y, or DTGY, + DTr--‘X3, with DTr’X, or 
DT#-‘X, in %. Since X’ = DTr’X and j - 1 > i, this is a contradiction. 
Proof of Theorem 4.6. Let F be a section for A, with the property of 
Lemma 4.8. We define a subquiver F’ of P,, *c as follows. Consider the 
indecomposable /i * G-modules which are in [f] for some X in F, with an 
arrow each time there is some irreducible map. By our previous observations 
on DTr, we clearly have exactly one representative from each DTr-orbit. 
Since for a tilted algebra of finite type there are no oriented cycles of 
irreducible maps, there are also no oriented cycles of irreducible maps for 
/i 4: G by Theorem 4.3. 
Let Z+ U be an irreducible map in ind/i * G. Then DTr’Z is in F’ for 
some i. Choose X in F such that [x] = [DTr’Z]. Then [m] = Z, and 
hence there is an irreducible map TrD’X --) Y, where [F] = [U]. Since X is in 
r there is then either an irreducible map X + DTr’ Y or DTr” ’ Y + X, in g. 
Since DTr’U is in [s] and DTrii’U in [D-Y], we have that 
DTr’Z+ DTr’U or DTr”‘U+ DTr’Z is in ir’. This shows that 6-l is a 
section. 
The proof of the converse is analogous. 
4.4. Using the results developed in this section, we get an alter- 
481/92/l-18 
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native way of seeing that some selfinjective algebras of finite type of Dynkin 
class A 2n _ 3 are connected with sellinjective algebras of finite type of Dynkin 
class D,, using the skew group algebra construction. 
Let /i be a basic sellinjective k-algebra of finite representation type over 
an algebraically closed field k, of Dynkin class A2n-3. Assume that there is 
an automorphism u of order 2 on the Auslander-Reiten quiver r,, taking a 
section 9 of the stable part into itself. Then c induces an automorphism of 
order 2 on the Auslander algebra r, and on the ordinary quiver of/i (and 
hence on /i), since /i is a standard algebra (see [ 3 1, lo)]. For each X in ,Y 
we consider the indecomposable summands of I1G @A X, where G = (u) is of 
order 2. From our previous results we have that these indecomposables form 
a section a of the stable part of the Auslander-Reiten quiver I’,, . Using the 
connection between irreducible maps in mod A and mod/iG, we see that a 
is of type D,, and we are done. 
4.5. As a consequence of our results in Section 3 we have the 
following: If II is an artin algebra of finite representation type with G acting 
on A (G as usual), and r,, and r,, are Auslander algebras for n and /iG, 
then (mod T,)G and mod r,, are equivalent categories. This provides some 
insight into the hard problem of describing the artin algebras n of finite type 
whose Auslander algebra r, is of finite type, since it says that /1 and /iG 
behave the same way with respect to this property. For example, the algebras 







behave the same way. Here the Auslander algebra is of finite type in both 
cases. 
5. MISCELLANEOUS 
In this final section we discuss various topics, in particular, the possibility 
of recovering /i from /1G (5.1), connections between skew group 
constructions and coverings (5.2) and some results on /1G if G acts by inner 
automorphisms. For background on coverings we refer to [lo, 161. We 
assume that /i is an algebra over an algebraically closed field k and that the 
action of G on k + 1, is trivial and ] G] is invertible in k. 
5.1. Our first result explains a phenomenon we found for all our 
examples of skew group algebras formed with cyclic groups G in Section 2. 
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We could always define an action of G on /lG such that (/IG)G was Morita 
equivalent to A. 
Denote by X the group of characters on G; i.e., the group homomorphisms 
x: G--t k* = k\{O}. Then X operates on AG, via x@g) =x(g) Ag. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. The map 
given by 
v%kx)Cuh) =x(h) 4N 
is an algebra isomorphism, where G’ denotes the commutator subgroup of G 
and where llG is considered as right AG’-module. 
Proof: In order to see that $(Lgx) lies in End,,,,nG, notice that X(h) = I 
for h E G’. It is easy to check that 4 is an algebra homomorphism. In order 
to see that 4 is injective, we choose 
z: hxgx 
g-X 
in the kernel of 4. For each h in G, we have 
mi- 1 y’ &,,gx (h) = 0 = 2 x(h) &,,gk 8.X R.X 
and hence C,X(h) A,,, = 0 for all g and h. The value X(h) depends only on 
the coset G’h = h; and the matrix h(h)) with x E X and hE G/G’ is inver- 
tible. As a consequence, A,,, = 0 for all g and x. 
The order 1x1 of X equals 1 Gl/l G’ 1, and hence (IIG)X has dimension 
dim/I(/G/‘/IG’I). On the other hand, I1G is isomorphic to (ilG’)‘G’C” as a 
right ilG’-moduie, and therefore the dimension of End,,, LIG equals 
lG12 
IG’l* 
dim/iG’= ,G,,2 a (dim/i) IG’l. 
Thus 4 is an isomorphism. 
COROLLARY 5.2. With the notations above, (AG)X is Morita equivalent 
to AG’. 
Proof The right /1G’-module /iG is clearly a projective generator of 
mod AG’. 
If G is abelian, the corollary says that (AG)G is Morita equivalent to A 
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for some action of G 2 X on /iG. If G is solvable, we let G”+” be the 
commutator subgroup of G(?), and X”’ the character group of G”‘, and we 
set Ai = IIGCi), where G”’ acts as a subgroup of G. Then (AG”‘) X”’ is 
Morita equivalent to nG”+ ” for all i, where X”’ acts as described above. 
Hence we have the following result, 
PROPOSITION 5.3. If AG is a skew group algebra with G a solvable 
group, we can get from AG to A by using a finite number of skew group 
algebra constructions, combined with Morita equivalences. 
Since skew group algebras AG are easier to study when G is cyclic, it is of 
interest to know when we can reduce our considerations to the cyclic case, 
that is, when AG can be constructed from A by applying a finite number of 
skew group algebra constructions with cyclic groups (combined with Morita 
equivalences). As a direct consequence of the above we have the following, 
which is of theoretical interest. 
PROPOSITION 5.4. If G is a solvable group, then AG can be obtained 
from A using a finite number of skew group algebra constructions with cyclic 
groups, combined with Morita equivalences. 
Proof The above gives that we get from AG to A by using abelian 
groups, namely, the X (i) hence we also get by using the above, from A to , 
AG by using abelian groups. Then we use that A(G, X G,) E (AG,) G,, so 
that the abelian case is reduced to the cyclic case. 
5.2. Let A be a category given by a quiver Q and relations I; i.e., 
A = kQ/Z, where kQ is the path category and I an ideal of kQ which is 
contained in the square of the radical of kQ [IO]. Suppose a finite group G 
operates freely on A, that is, no element fe fixes an object. 
In this situation, Gabriel [ 16 ] studied the category A/G whose objects are 
the G-orbits of objects of A and whose morphisms are the families 
(f,, E A(x, y)) which are fixed under G, where x and y range over two G- 
orbits. He showed that the natural functor A -+ A/G is a covering functor in 
the sense defined in [lo]. 
We can also consider the skew group category AG as defined in 3.1. Since 
idempotents split in A/G, it is clear from the definitions of AG and A/G that 
these two categories are isomorphic. 
Using our results on functorial splittings (3.2), we find some of the 
statements of [ 161 for the special case of a finite group G. 
PROPOSITION 5.5. (a) If A/G is locally representation finite, then the 
same is true for A. 
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(b) rf the characteristic of k does not divide the order of G, then the 
converse holds. 
Note that we did not need any assumptions on the order of G to obtain the 
splitting of the natural tranformation I + HF from the identity functor on 
mod A to HF. 
5.3. Let G act on /1 in two different ways. We are interested in 
knowing when the two skew group algebras obtained from the two actions 
are isomorphic. In particular, if G acts on A via inner automorphisms, is 
then AG isomorphic to the ordinary group algebra which we denote by 
A,G? 
Assume G acts via inner automorphisms on /i, and let U, E U(A) be a unit 
such that g(1) = u,Au;’ for g E G. Then g determines U, uniquely up to 
multiplication with factors in the center Z(A) of /1. In particular, we have 
u Kh = Y(kL h) u, uh 
for all g and h with y(g, h) E Z(A) f7 U(A). It is easy to check that y is a 
cocycle. In this situation we obtain: 
LEMMA 5.6. AG is isomorphic to A *,G, where AG is formed with the 
given action of G on A and A *y G with trivial action and the cocycle y. 
Proof: The isomorphism 
is given by setting 
@AC-+/i *,G 
4@> = A for ,lE:A, 
So studying AG when G acts by inner automorphisms is reduced to 
studying crossed products A *y G, where G acts trivially on A. The cocycles 
of G (with respect to any operation of G on A) with values in the units of the 
center of A form a group, with composition given by multiplication of the 
values in U(A) ~7 Z(A). A coboundary is a cocycle 6’ given by 
for some map 6: G + U(/i)f? Z(A), and the coboundaries form a normal 
subgroup of the cocycles. The isomorphism class of A *,G depends only on 
the class of y in the factor group H*(G, Z(A) f’ U(A)). 
LEMMA 5.7. Let y and y’ = ~6’ be two cocycles having the same image 
in H’(G, C(A) f-l U(A)). Then A *y G and A * ?, G are isomorphic. 
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by setting 
en> =A for LEA, 
4(S) = &g) E 
Here the elements of A *Y G are denoted by CsCG A, f. 
Remark. We have seen in 2.6 that the converse of this statement is false. 
We are now ready to see that AG need not be isomorphic to the ordinary 
group algebra A,G even if G acts on A by inner automorphisms. We let /1 
be the algebra of 2 x 2-matrices over k and G = gz”’ x h”*‘. We let g, h 
and gh act by conjugation with 
The cocycle y defined as above takes the values 
y(g, h) = y(k gh) = y(gh, g> = i, 
y(h, d = y(g, gh) = y(gh, h) = -4 
and 1 otherwise. By Lemma 5.1, AG is isomorphic to A * YG, which is in 
turn isomorphic to the algebra of 4 x 4-matrices over k. The image of the 
elementary 4 x 4-matrix E, under this isomorphism is the entry (i, j) in the 




Ml +E> e,,(l +E)h e,,(l +i!> e12(l +EF 
e,,(l-S)~ e,,(l -3 e,,(l - b?)h e,,(l - 3 
e2Al +d e,,(l + Eli e,,(l + g) e2,(l +&I 
e,,(l - E)h e,,(l - ~7) e,,(l -Eli e,,(l -3 i 
On the other hand, it is easy to see that the ordinary group algebra A,G is 
isomorphic to 4 copies of the 2 x 2 matrix algebra. 
We have the following positive result: 
PROPOSITION 5.8. If G = gzlnz is cyclic, then H2(G, U(R)) = 1 with 
respect o any action of G on R, where R is a local commutative algebra. 
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Since for an indecomposable algebra A, Z(A) is commutative local, this 
implies that when the values of y are units in the center of A, A * YG is 
isomorphic to the skew group algebra AG for any action of G when G is 
cyclic. If G acts on A by inner automorphisms, then AG is isomorphic to the 
ordinary group algebra A O G. 
Proof: It suffices to show that any cocycle with values in U(R) is a 
coboundary. 
Let y be a cocycle. First we claim that 
A= y(g, 8) YWY g> ... Y(g”-‘~g) 
is fixed under g. Indeed, expressing the cocycle condition for the triple 
(g, g’, g), we find that 
Y(& g’) Y(g’+ l 3 g) = dY( $3 g>> Y(& ‘!?+ ’ 13 
and the claim follows by taking the product over all these equations for 
i = O,..., n - 1. Since the characteristic of k does not divide IZ, nth roots exist 
for units in the commutative local algebra RG, and we let p be an nth root of 
/1. Set 
for i E Z. Then 
6(e) = 6(g”) = 1. 
We check that 
by induction on j. For j = 1, we have 
a d(W) w+Y 
=$‘y(g,g)-’ -2’ y(g”,g)-’ g’ol)P-‘-‘Y(g,g) ... Y(&?‘4T)=Y(dA 
since g’@) =p. For j > 1, we use the cocycle condition for the triple 
(g’, g, g’- ‘), which gives 
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and we compute 
Y(g’, g-9 = Y(d g> Y(g’+‘, d-‘1 g’(y(g9 km- l 




This finishes the proof. 
Alternatively, we could have used that H2(G, k*) = 1 for G cyclic [8] and 
that H’(G, k*) = H2(G, U(R)) by using the proof of [3, Theorem 6.5 1. 
There are other cases where AG is isomorphic to /i O G when G acts by 
inner automorphisms. For dihedral groups of order 2n with n odd this is a 
consequence of the following result. 
PROPOSITION 5.9. Let G = D, be the dihedral group of order 2n with n 
odd. Then H2(G, U(R)) = 1 f or every commutative local algebra R, with 
respect to the trivial action. 
Prooj We write G = gzlnz >a hz/” with hgh = g-‘. By Proposition 5.8, 
we may assume that any cocycle y (with respect to the trivial action of G) 
satisfies 
Yk’, d> = 1 and y(g’h, g’h) = 1 
for all i andj. Computing the cocycle condition for the triples 
(g’, g’h, g’+jh) and (g’+jh, g’, g’h) 
we obtain 
qj = y(g’, gjh) = y(gjh, g’+‘h) = y(g’+“h, g’). 
Considering (g’, g’, h), we obtain 
“i+j,o =aj,oai,j3 
and finally the triple (g’-‘, gh, g) yields 
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hence 
c& = cf-,,#f:,, = aye. 
Thus y is determined by the ai.0 with this condition, and the only restriction 
we have found so far is that 
The map 6: G + U(R) with 6’ = y which we want to find has to satisfy 
6(g’) = 6(g)‘, 6(g)” = 1, 6(g’h)2 = 1. 
If ay,o = 1, we set 6(g) = a1,o and otherwise 6(g) = -a,,,. Remember that II 
is odd. We let 6(h) = 1 = 6(gh) and 6(g’h) = f 1 according as ai,o = f 6(g)’ 
for i> 1. 
Remarks. (a) For n even, H2(G, U(R)) is cyclic of order 2. The proof 
above suggests how to find a candidate for a nontrivial cocycle: Choose a 
primitive 2nth root of unity for a,,o. We used this cocycle in Chapter 2 for 
n = 2. 
(b) We do not know whether there exists a group G acting on a basic 
algebra n by inner automorphisms such that AG is not isomorphic to LI,G. 
Using the results of Section 2 or [3, Theorem 6.51 we can show that it 
suffices to consider cocycles with values in k*, and it is easy to see that the 
nontrivial cocycle for D,, for instance, cannot arise from an action by inner 
automorphisms, by reducing modulo the radical. 
5.4. We now generalize the results of Section 5.3 to crossed product 
categories. An automorphism g of a preadditive category C is said to be 
inner if the functor g is isomorphic to the identity functor of C. Then we 
have for each object X of C an isomorphism u,(X): X+ gX such that for 
each f: X+ Y in C the following diagram commutes: 
ATf 
px- gY 
U&X) I I U&Y) 
/ 
X-Y 
The natural transformation ug is uniquely determined by g up to composition 
with an element in the units of the center Z(C) of C; i.e., an automorphism 
of the identity functor of C. 
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Let the finite group G act on C by inner automorphisms, and denote the 
natural transformation representing g by u,. Then we have 
Ugthw %I(4 = Y(& 4(ghw UghW = UghW) Y(& h)F) 
for all objects X and all g, h E G, where y is a 2-cocycle on G with values in 
the units of Z(C). As for algebras we have the following. 
LEMMA 5.10. CG is equivalent to C *?G, where CG is formed with the 
given action of G on C and C *y G with trivial action and the cocycle y. 
Proof: We exhibit the equivalence 
F:CG+C*,G. 
Let G = {g, = e, g, ,..., g,} and let 
a = (agi,gJ {g’x )...) ““Lx} + {g’Y )...) g,Y) 
be a morphism in CG. We set Fa =/I, where 
p= (pgi,gJ: {“Lx ,...) g”x}+ {g’Y )...) g,Y} 
is given by 
p,,, = ug(Q-’ c&:x+ Y = gY 
and 
P gh,g = Y(& hl&,e: 8X=X+ ghy= Y. 
By definition, /I is a morphism in C *? G, where G acts trivially on C (see 
3.4). We have to show that 
Fa’Fa = F(a’a) 
where 
a = (agi,g,): { glX ,..., ““X) + ( RIY ,..., gnY), 
a’ = (aii,gj): { glY ,..., gnY} + (glZ ,..., g”Z}. 
Set a” = a’a, p = Fa, /I’ = Fa’, and /I” = Fa”. It suffices to see that 
P:h.e = P;h,,&.e 
for all g and h. By the definition of morphisms in CG, we have 
aih,g = dai,d = ug(hZ) a~,eug(y)p’, 
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and hence 
Pih.g = Yk, h)PL? = Y(& h) Uh(-T 4l,, 
= Y(& h) UhGT’ qhw’ a:h.gugm 
= %h(-v a;*,hu,(Y). 
This implies 
P;h,$&e = @gh(W’ a:,,g~gvN(wT’ a&e) 
= ugh(W’ aih,nag,e =Pih+- 
Clearly F is dense and fully faithful. 
A map 6 from G to the units of Z(C) defines a coboundary 6+, which is a 
2-cocycle, given by 
Again, C *? G depends only on the class of y in H*(G, C(C)*), up to 
equivalence, where C(C)* denotes the units in C(C). 
LEMMA 5.11. Let y and y’ = ~6’ be two 2-cocycles on G with values in 
Z(C)*. Then C *y G and C *y, G are equivalent categories. 
Proof: We define the equivalence 
F:Ca,,G+C*G 
as follows. For a morphism 
a = <agi,g): {“IX ,..., ““X} + ( glY ,,.., gnY} 
in C *Y, G, we set 
Fa =p= (j3ni,gi): {‘IX ,..., RnX}+ {“‘Y ,..., g”Y) 
with 
P,,, = 4g) ag,e 
and 
P gh,g = ?‘b h)bh,e. 
It is not hard to check that F is compatible with composition, and it is an 
equivalence. 
Combining these two lemmas with 5.3, we obtain: 
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COROLLARY 5.12. If G is either a dihedral group D, with n odd or a 
cyclic group, acting by inner automorphisms on a preadditive category C 
whose center Z(C) is a finite-dimensional local algebra, then CG is 
equivalent to the category C,G formed with G acting trivially. 
The condition on the center is satisfied for C = mod A and 
C = mod(modA), where A is an indecomposable algebra, because of the 
following result: 
LEMMA 5.13. Let C be a dualizing k-variety. If Z(C) is a local Jinite- 
dimensional k-algebra, then the same is true for Z(mod C). 
ProoJ: We claim that the algebra homomorphism 
4: C(mod C) + C(C) 
given by (#a)(D) = a((, 0)) for D in C is injective. Indeed, #a = 0 implies 
that a vanishes on all projective functors, hence on all finitely presented 
functors. 
If a(F) is an isomorphism for some F in mod C, then a(P) is an 
isomorphism for the projective cover P of F. Since Z(C) is local, a(Q) is an 
isomorphism for all projective functors Q, and hence a is a unit. 
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